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 I 

Abstract 
 
SystemVerilog is the first design and verification language that has been standardized and its 
purpose is to meet the demand that comes with the huge complexity of the chips being built today. 
SystemVerilog is a superset of Verilog-2001 and adds a fine set of extensions to both design and 
verification. However, currently there is no defined subset of what can be synthesized and the 
tool vendors can define by themselves what constructs and methods of the language that can be 
synthesizable. There is by that mean a divergence when it comes to supported constructs of the 
language. SystemVerilog also have a subset of assertion capabilities, abbreviated as SVA, which 
enables the possibility for the designer to specify certain properties of the design that should hold 
true during verification. This increases observability in the designs and enables other verification 
methodologies such as formal verification to be adopted. 
 
The main purpose of this thesis is to evaluate how SystemVerilog can be used as a design 
language and to investigate how SystemVerilog assertions (SVA) can be used to verify present 
VHDL-designs without altering the code, but also to clarify if and how the present design flow 
will be altered when introducing SystemVerilog. Other intentions with this thesis is to evaluate 
the maturity of the tools used at the department, when it comes to pure SystemVerilog features, 
and also to look into some differences of SystemVerilog compared to the pure verification 
language, ‘e’.  
 
In this thesis one can read about methods and constructs of the language that are synthesizable 
today with Synopsys design compiler. A Fast fourier transform has been implemented in 
SystemVerilog to test specific constructs of the language and to evaluate the present design-
ability.  Moreover, it will cover the present maturity of the simulator and the synthesis tool being 
used when it comes to pure SystemVerilog features. An assertion based verification of a bus 
being used at Ericsson is addressed in this document as well as assertions on a pure 
combinational design. These designs are solely written in VHDL and bound to SVA using a 
specific wrapper technique that one can read about in the thesis. The thesis also contains 
information about verification methodologies that can be adopt when using SystemVerilog 
assertions, as well as guidelines for writing assertions in SystemVerilog. 
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Sammanfattning (Abstract in swedish) 
 
SystemVerilog är det första design och verifieringsspråk som har standardiserats och dess syfte är 
att bemöta de krav som kommer med den komplexitet som de chip som byggs i dag har. 
SystemVerilog är en expansion till det hårdvarubeskrivande språket Verilog-2001 och det har en 
rad bra utökningar för både design och verifiering. För tillfället finns det dock ingen definition på 
vilka delar av språket som kan användas för konstruktion och verktygstillverkarna kan själva 
bestämma vad som kan användas för syntes. Detta medför att det finns skillnader vad beträffar  
vilka delar av språket som stöds. SystemVerilog har även en underklass som underlättar för 
skrivandet av avancerade assertions, SVA, som öppnar upp för möjligheten för en designer att 
specificera visa egenskaper av sin design som skall bestå under verifieringen av designen; annars 
ges ett felmeddelande. Detta bidrar till ökad observerbarhet i konstruktionen och möjligör 
användandet av andra verifieringsmetoder som formell verifiering etc. 
 
Detta examensarbetes huvuduppgift är att ta reda på hur systemverilog kan användas som 
designspråk och att reda ut hur man kan använda SVA på befintlig VHDL-kod utan att modifiera 
koden. Uppgiften är också att klargöra om och hur det nuvarande designflödet blir förändrat vid 
införandet av SystemVerilog. Andra avsikter med rapporten är att utvärdera mognadsgraden på 
de verktyg som används för design på avdelningen, med avseende på SystemVerilog, samt att se 
på skillnader mellan SystemVerilog jämfört med det renodlade verifieringsspråket ’e’. 
 
I denna rapport kan man således läsa om metoder och konstruktorer från språket som kan 
syntetiseras idag med Synopsys design compiler. En FFT (fast fourier transform) har designats i 
SystemVerilog för att testa specifika egenskaper av spåket och för att utvärdera nuvarande 
designmöjligheter. Vidare täcker den in rådande mognadsgrad på den simulator och på det 
syntesverktyg som används på avdelningen, vad beträffar SystemVerilog-specifika egenskaper. 
 
En assertion-baserad verifiering av en buss som används på avdelningen finns med i detta 
dokument samt även assertions på en helt kombinatorisk design. 
Dessa konstruktioner är enbart skrivna i VHDL och bundna till SVA via en specifik teknik som 
man kan läsa om i rapporten. 
 
Rapporten innehåller också information om de verifieringstekniker som kommer med 
SystemVerilog assertions samt några riktlinjer för vad man ska tänka på när man skriver 
assertions i SystemVerilog. 
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Glossary 
 
 

• ABV  Assertion based verification 

• ACK  Acknowledge. 

• ALU  Arithmetic logic unit 

• AOP  Aspect oriented programming. 

• API  Application Programming Interface. 

• BMU  Bit-mask-unit. 

• CPU  Central Processing Unit. 

• C++  Object oriented programming lanuage. 

• DC  Design compiler, Synopsys synthesis tool. 

• DIF  Decimation-in-frequency. 

• DIT  Decimation-in-time. 

• DUT  Device Under Test. 

• DSP  Digital signal processor. 

• ‘e’  A aspect oriented verification language. 

• EDA  Electronic design automation. 

• FFT  Fast fourier transform. 

• FSM  Finite state machine. 

• HDVL  Hardware description and verification language. 

• IP    Intellectual property. 

• LRM  Language Reference manual. 

• MUX  Multiplexer 

• OOP   Object oriented programming. 

• Parity  Parity of a vector is even if the nr of ‘1’ is even. (else odd). 

• PCI  Peripheral Component Interconnect. 

• Questa  The name of Mentor graphics simulator. 

• RAM  Random-Access Memory. 

• REQ  Request. 

• ROM  Read-only memory. 

• RTL  Register transfer level. 

• SV  SystemVerilog, (hardware description and verification language). 

• SVA  SystemVerilog Assertions. 

• VCS  The name of Synopsys simulator. 

• VHDL  Very high speed integrated circuit hardware description language. 

• VSB   very simple bus. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The department of digital signal processing is developing signal processing hardware for wireless 
broadband. The department is designing both ASIC:s and FPGA:s. At the start of this thesis the 
engineers at the department were writing all of their designs in VHDL. VHDL are widely used in 
Europe but SystemVerilog has recently taken more and more ground. This trend will probably 
continue and as the tool-vendors start to focus more and more on SystemVerilog the VHDL-
language might become unsupported by EDA-companies and perish. So to get access to the latest 
tools and technologies the department has taken its first step to a SystemVerilog design 
environment.  

1.2 Questions to be answered 
The main purpose with this thesis is to answer the following questions: 
 

• What in the SystemVerilog language can be used for design? 

• How can Ericsson use SystemVerilog assertions for verifying present VHDL-designs? 
 
Other questions to be answered: 

• What are the pros and cons of using SystemVerilog compared to ‘e’? 

• How mature are the tools used at the department? 

• How to go from VHDL to SystemVerilog? 
 

 

1.3 Who should read it? 
 
This thesis is primarily written for design engineers or other persons that are familiar with 
hardware descriptive languages like Verilog or VHDL. This thesis will come in handy to persons 
that might want to learn more about SystemVerilog as a design language and how to use 
SystemVerilog assertions for assertion based verification. 
 
 

1.4 Thesis outline 
The first part of the thesis describes synthesizable features of SystemVerilog. A design has been 
written in SystemVerilog to test specific constructs. 
The next part introduces the reader to SystemVerilog assertions. Assertion syntax as well as some 
assertion methodology will be introduced so the designer can understand the assertions used in a 
design that are brought up in the subsequent chapter. The middle part of the thesis will discuss 
SystemVerilog:s impact on the design-flow. The later part of the thesis will cope with tool-
support and a language comparison is brought up.  
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2 Introduction to SystemVerilog 

 
SystemVerilog is a hardware description and verification language, HDVL. It basically means 
that it can be used for design as well as for verification, when it comes to chip-design. The 
language itself is based on the hardware description language Verilog-2001 (IEEE 1364-2001) 
and its main purpose is to meet the stronger demand that comes with today’s increase in chip-size 
and gate-counts etc.  
 
Although SystemVerilog is fully backward compatible and looks and feels as plain Verilog, 
SystemVerilog adds a rich set of extensions to this language. These extensions provide a pleasant 
pack of new capabilities for modeling hardware and verifying model functionality. To be specific, 
some highlights of the verification features in the language might be: Object orientation, random 
generation, inter-process communication and assertions. Some of the design features might be 
interfaces, structs, relaxed module ports etc.  
 
These new features are basically donations from other languages that are being or have been used 
for design or verification. The HDL language SUPERLOG from Co-Design Automation is a 
design extension (superset of verilog) that has been poured into SystemVerilog:s design subset 
together with some c-like features. The verification specific features of SystemVerilog, such as 
assertions are donated from the openVERA (Synopsys) verification language. Some other 
verification features have been donated from Mentor Graphics and other companies as well. To 
name some of them; OVL from Verplex, Sugar (now PSL) from IBM and ForSpec from Intel. A 
great benefit of these technology donations is that they all have been used and proven to work 
together with large scale designs. There was no need to reinvent the wheel, just to unite the many 
flavors of design and verification languages available, into one unified language.  
 
The organization that made this possible is the non-profit organization named Accellera, which 
purpose is to support the development of EDA (Electronic design automation) languages. 
Accellera receives its funding from member companies of the organization, and the organization 
itself often put research committees into action to find out future languages. Such a committee 
was the Verilog++ committee, which later was renamed to the SystemVerilog committee, which 
reviewed the donations and brought us the SystemVerilog language. The language was ratified as 
a standard in the end of 2005 and got the name IEEE-P1800.[6],[11],[12],[27] 
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3 How SystemVerilog aid in the design process 
 
It seems to be a widespread misunderstanding that SystemVerilog is essentially the ordinary 
Veriolog-2001 when it comes to design and synthesis. Certainly there are a huge amount of 
features in SystemVerilog that are not supported by synthesis. However, there are also some very 
nice features of SystemVerilog apart from pure Verilog that can be targeted for silicon realization.  
At the writing of this thesis there is no standard defining what should be synthesizable in the 
SystemVerilog language and the different vendors of synthesis tools can define by themselves 
what should be synthesizable and what should not. There are a couple of suggestions for what 
part of the language should be supported by the synthesis tools and the one that probably is to be 
taken seriously is Stuart Sutherlands paper “A Proposal for a standard Synthesizable Subset for 

SystemVerilog-2005: what IEEE Failed to Define.” Mr Stuart Sutherland is a member of the 
IEEE 1800 SystemVerilog and IEEE 1364 Verilog standard committees and also the editor of the 
LRM for the SV-language. The proposal is an 8 page technical paper which was presented at the 
design and verification conference in San Jose, Feb 2006 and describes what Mr Sutherland think 
should be synthesizable in the language. With this paper in mind an evaluation of the present 
maturity of the synthesis tool that Ericsson is presently working with has been carried out, 
addressing the SystemVerilog specific constructs. This chapter will address most of the design 
capabilities of SystemVerilog that will make the implementation of the design easier. All the 
features and examples described in this chapter are tested by the author and if not mentioned 
otherwise supported in a design flow using Questa for simulation and Design Compiler for 
synthesis. [4],[5],[7],[8],[9],[10],[12],[18],[20],[28],[29] 
 

3.1 New synthesizable variables 
 
Verilog has two main data types which are net and register, where register is the only data type 
that can hold values, as the net data type is simple wires. The register type consists of the variable 
types reg, time and integer. SV extends the ability to declare variables with a couple of new 
synthesizable types: 
 
 

Data-type  Definition 

logic 4-state variable with user-defined width. Exactly the 
same as Verilog reg. 

bit 2-state variable. 1 bit wide 

byte 2-state variable. 8 bit wide. 

shortint 2-state variable.  16 bit wide. 

int 2-state variable. 32 bit wide. 

longint 2-state variable. 64 bit wide. 
 
Table 1. Datatypes supported for synthesis 
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3.2 Multi-dimensional arrays and methods 

 
There are two types of arrays in SystemVerilog. Packed arrays and unpacked arrays. 

3.2.1 Packed arrays 

 
Packed arrays are basically the same as a Verilog bit-vector or integer. 
That is, an array of bits, packed densely together. But, SystemVerilog goes beyond plain Verilog 
with the support of multi-dimensional arrays. Multidimensional arrays are synthesizable but are 
actually just for RTL-modeling convenience, since these packed array types synthesize to the 
same gate-level implementation as a Verilog one-dimensional vector. The vector range comes 
before the signal name in the declaration of packed arrays. 
 

Examples: 
 
logic[1:0][3:0][7:0] MdimArray;  //64 bit-vector. (2*4*8.)  

 

MdimArray[1][1][1]=1’d1; //set a single bit. 

 

MdimArray[1][1]=’1; //set a complete dimension. 

 

MdimArray[0]=32’b0 //clear one-half of the array. 

 

3.2.2 Unpacked arrays 

 
Unpacked arrays in SystemVerilog are equal to ordinary arrays in Verilog. The range of the 
unpacked array comes after the signal name. There are some enhancements to unpacked arrays 
within the synthesis scope: 
 
You can: 
 

• assign packed arrays to packed arrays (and slices of arrays).  

• define arrays of user defined types. (may contain structs, unions etc) 

• use query-function like: $left, $right, $dimensions, $size, $high, $low etc. to statically 
determine properties of the array. 

• assign a default value to an entire array. 

• assign a list of values to the array with ‘{ }. 
 
 

3.3 Embedded verification 

 
There are a couple constructs in SV that have so called build-in verification capabilities.  
These constructs should always be used when the opportunity emerges. Apart from the general 
procedural block always that comes with Verilog, there are also three more specialized 
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procedural blocks that greatly improves the parallelism between the designer’s intention of the 
code and the actual behavior of it. These blocks are: always_comb, always_ff and always_latch. 
By using any of these constructs the designer tell both the simulator and the synthesis tool the 
intention of his code. The software tool can then easily issue a warning if the behavior doesn’t 
follow the real intention. The intention of the design is also clearly documented for other 
designers who review or maintain the code.   

3.3.1 The always_comb procedural block 

 
This block shall be used by the designer when the intention of the design is to model 
combinational logic only. A basic example might be: 
 
always_comb 

 if (add) 

  out= in1+in2; 

else 

  out= in1-in2; 

 
As the software tools knows that the intention is to create combinational logic there is no need to 
specify a sensitivity list as with the general always block. If not all variables on the left hand side 
are specified for every condition a warning will be issued. The block will be processed each time 
a signal that is a part of the code changes value.  In this case the inferred sensitivity list consists 
of the signals add, in1 and in2.This is very convenient as the possibility of forgetting a signal in 
the sensitivity list that will cause erroneous behavior is eliminated. The left hand side variables in 
this block are restricted to be driven by other processes, as this will cause an error. This is to help 
ensure true combinational behavior in the block. Moreover, unlike the general always block, the 
always_comb block will run once in time zero, but after all initial blocks (in simulation means) 
even if there is no actual triggering from the inferred sensitivity list. (Some simulators have got 
this implemented for always as well) This makes the process more consistent as the output will 
have correct values compared to the inputs from the beginning. The always_comb inferred 
sensitivity list can also include functions that can be called by the procedural block. This enables 
the possibility of better structure in procedural blocks. 
 

3.3.2 The always_ff procedural block 

 
This block shall be used when the designer’s intention is to model synthesizable sequential logic 
behavior. The ff extension naturally comes from the flip-flop word which symbolizes sequential 
logic and, for the respect of skilled designers, a basic example to describe the correct behavior of 
sequential always_ff block might then be: 
 
always_ff @(posedge clk, reset) 

 if(reset)  Q=0; 

 else    Q=D; 
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3.3.3 The always_latch procedural block 

 
This block should be used, as the name implies, when the designers intention is to model latched 
logic. The sensitivity list is inferred as with always_comb. This block also executes once in zero 
simulation time, and protects variables from multi-process writes like the always_comb block. 
 
always_latch 

if (enable) Q<=D; 

 
When any of these blocks are misused (always_ff, always_latch, always_comb) the design 
compiler will issue a warning. 
For instance, if all outputs are defined for all possible inputs in the always_latch block a text 
similar to the following will be generated by design compiler as it no longer is latched logic: 
 
warning: 

…./latch_intended.sv:14: 

Behavior within always_latch block does not represent latched 

logic. 

(ELAB-975) 

 
However, an important detail might be the fact that the SystemVerilog standard only suggests 
that simulators and synthesis tools shall issue a warning if the modeling diverges from the 
intention. Modeling combinational logic in Questa for instance, does not result in a warning or an 
error when using another block but always_comb. 

 

3.3.4 Unique and priority 

 
When using the case construct within the Verilog synthesis standard there are compiler directives 
such as parallel_case and full_case that the designer can use to modify the behavior of the code. 
parallel_case instructs the synthesis tools to remove priority encoding, and evaluate all the 
selection items of the case statement in parallel. The full_case pragma instructs the synthesis 
compiler that, for all unspecified case expression values, the outputs assigned are don’t cares. 
This will be used by the synthesis tool to optimize the design. 
 
However, these pragmas are now substituted with the SV keywords unique and priority.  Using 
the keyword unique before any case expression is the same as using the pragmas parallel_case 
and full_case at the same time. In fact, the unique keyword holds some semantic checks as well. 
The parallel pragma forces parallel evaluation, even if there is more than one item in the case 
expression that can be selected in a certain situation. A unique case statement will generate error 
for this kind of multi-branching. The keyword ensures that only one branch can be taken in the 
case statement at a specific time. Furthermore, the unique keyword also performs checks to 
secure that all possible case expression values have a selection item that matches. This makes the 
default case for instance obsolete. The priority modifier is used with the same meaning as the 
full_case pragma. There is one important difference however. The full_case pragma doesn’t 
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make the simulation tool force values of the cases that are don’t cares. In simulation, no 
assignments are made to the output variables of the case statement, when it comes to the 
unspecified values in that expression. The outputs might remain unchanged, as they were in the 
previous case expression. A mismatch is likely to occur between RTL-simulation and post-
synthesis gate level simulation as the outputs will be driven in the optimized way in the gate-level 
simulation but left unchanged in RTL-simulation. The internal semantic checks that come with 
these two keywords prevent these things and aid in the design process as the designer’s intent 
will behave consistent in the flow. 
 
Unique and priority are not only used in conjunction to the case statement, they can also, by good 
reasons, be used with the if...else statement as well. In the following statement the order of the 
decisions is removed and it is up to the synthesis tools to optimize the inferred priority order: 
 
logic [0:2] s; 

 

always_comb begin 

unique if (s == 3’b001) out=in1; 

 else if  (s == 3’b010) out=in2; 

 else if  (s == 3’b100) out=in3; 

 
In this expression the software tools will also check that all three branches have different 
conditions and issue an error message if there are two (or more) branches that can be taken for a 
specific s value.  The unique keyword will also prevent any unintentional latched logic as there 
will be a run-time warning generated if any other value of s than 1, 2 or 4 occurs. DC will report 
the following warning when a s-value that is not covered occurs: 
 
warning: 

If statement marked unique does not cover all possible conditions. 

(VER-506) 

 
 
Using the priority modifier instead in the above example will force simulators, synthesis tools, 
formal tools etc to preserve the order and interpret the decision sequence in the same way. 
 

3.4 Structures 
 
Struct are a method in SV that will let the designer create a collection of different data types. 
It is a convenient way to organize and create special data types that actually consists of other data 
types. The Struct method is fully synthesizable as long as the types declared within the structure 
are synthesizable. When using struct one can either declare and name the structure with the 
typedef keyword or one can declare it without a name and use it anonymous on the fly. There is a 

very convenient method to assign values to all the members of the structure. With the use of ‘{…} 
one can easily provide a list of values to be mapped on the members of the struct. To address 
specific members of the struct you simply use the intuitive “struct.member” dot-method. An 
example: 
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typedef struct {  //named struct 

logic  [2:0] data; 

logic  [4:0] address; 

} packet; 

 

struct {     //anonymously typed struct. 

packet mypacket;   //struct in struct. 

logic parity; 

} with_parity; 

 

packet pkt, another_pkt; 

 

with_parity.parity = ‘1;  //assign to struct member. 

pkt = ‘{3,4};   //list of values. data=3,address=4. 

another_pkt = {default:0} //all members are set to zero. 

   
In the present version of design compiler though, the usage of the apostrophe with the value list 
operator results in an error, and it must be left out. This inconsistency is due to some early drafts 
of the SV standard were the apostrophe was left out. The standard states that it should be there so 
that no misunderstanding could occur with the similar concatenation operator in Verilog. The 
usage of the value list operator without the apostrophe in Questa results in a warning. The default 
construct is supported in both Questa and DC but with limitations when using structs in structs. 
 

 

3.5 Enumerations 
 
To be able to define nets and variables with specific named values an enumeration construct has 
been added in the language. This technique has been in VHDL for a long time but has finally 
reached the Verilog world. An example of the basic syntax that might be familiar to the VHDL-
designer: 
 
enum {IDLE, READ, WRITE} state; 

 
This enumerated type has 3 states and therefore require a two-bit vector to be able to represent 
each state. In this case the enum type is, according to the standard, defaulted to int which 
basically means that the enum base is a 32 bit vector which can support a couple of billion states. 
So it is important to synthesis tools that the designer declares the base size as well. In this case 
the declaration would be: 
 
enum logic [1:0] {IDLE, READ, WRITE} state; 

 

Leaving the size declaration unspecified will generate a warning in DC that tells you that it uses 
the default base size of 32. Using a too small base will result in errors. 
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One feature of enum types that goes beyond the capabilities that the enum alike “type..is” 
construct of VHDL has, is the capability of explicitly specify values for the labels in the 
enumerated list. By default the members got incremental values starting from assigning ‘0’ to the 
left most enum-member. With these possibilities the designer could for instance design a one-hot 
state machine with the following code: 
 
enum logic [2:0] {IDLE=3’b001, READ=3’b010, WRITE=3’b100} state; 

 
Moreover, there are some convenient short-hand notations on how to write this enumerated list 
which are all supported in both Questa and DC. The following declaration declares a list of 16 
states which will be named state0, ...,state15 starting from the left. 
 
enum logic [3:0] {state[15]} state; 

 

The list can be altered in different ways, and the following declaration indicates the possibility to 
state a sequence of names starting from specific values: 
 
enum logic [3:0] {reset, state[8], state[11:14], exit} 

 
It should also be mentioned that there are several built-in methods for working with enum-types 
in the language. The following methods are supported in simulation: 
 

Method Returns: 
state.first(); The first value of the member in state. 

state.next(x); The x next value of the member in state. 

state.last(); The last value of the member in state. 

state.prev(x); The x previous value of the member in state. 

state.num(); Number of members of state. 

state.name(); The string name of the actual member. 
 
Table 2. Enumeration methods 

 
These methods are however not supported by DC in the current release, although they in fact are 
within a possible synthesizable scope, as long as they are statically determined at elaboration time. 
It might sometimes be a convenient method to jump between states without the need to explicitly 
know which state you are in and especially can these methods be used with the use of the state[N] 
notation. A simple example just to illustrate the methods can be seen in this counter that counts 
up/down (depending on inputs) from 3 to 15 and automatically stays within boundaries. 
 
module (input logic rst, clk, in, output logic[0:3] out); 

enum logic [0:3] {cnt[3:15]=3} value; 

always_ff @(posedge clk) 

   if (rst) value=value.first; 

   else value= in ? value.next : value.prev; 

assign out= value; 

endmodule 
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Enumeration can of course be declared with the typedef declaration as with structures. In fact, as 
a modeling guideline, it is better to use typedef as software tools can perform stronger type 
checking on named type enumerated variables and structures. Moreover, as mentioned in the 
assertion guidelines, it might be a good practice to explicitly declare the values of the enum list to 
reduce the risk of any RTL versus gate-level mismatch.      

3.6 Functions and tasks enhancements 

 
Functions and tasks are nothing new within the Verilog language. However, SV adds a number of 
enhancements to these constructs. These C++ like enhancements include simplifications of how 
tasks and function can be used, as well as some new features of semantic rules and syntactical 
usage that probably will ease the coding of large designs. 
 
 The following enhancements are fully synthesizable in DC: 
 

• Functions can use the return keyword to return values. 

• Functions can be declared as void, which means that it has no return value. 

• The input arguments of the functions are defaulted to input. 

• Both input and output are supported as formal arguments in tasks and functions. 

• Formal arguments of the function can be any data type. 

• The default formal type is logic 
 
Examples of fully synthesizable functions might be: 
 
function automatic logic parity (logic [2:0] data); 

  return(^data);  // parity check. 

 endfunction 
-- 

 

function automatic logic parity (logic [2:0] data); 

  parity=(^data); // return value is assigned to function name 

endfunction 

-- 

 

typedef struct{ 

logic [7:0] data; 

logic parity; 

} packet 

 

function void parity ( 

input logic[7:0] data, 

output packet pkt); 

pkt.data=data; 

pkt.parity=(^data); 

endfunction 

-- 
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There are some restrictions of calling functions with outputs and in order to maintain the 
synthesizability of these functions they cannot be called from an: 
 

• event expression. 

• expression within a procedural continuous assignment  

• expression that is not contained in a procedural statement. 
 
A function with the void type is basically the same as a task. 

3.7 Interfaces 
 
Interfaces will probably inject some serious aid in the design process as this concept will, 
correctly used, reduce both potential misunderstanding and the amount of code that needs to be 
written. It will also greatly improve the reusability of the design and among other things advance 
the “between block verification process”. This section will explain what interfaces are and how 
interfaces shall be implemented and why the concept shall be used in the design whenever the 
opportunity occurs.  Interfaces are in its simplest form, as the literatures often express it, a bundle 
of wires. It shall be used between blocks in a design to ease the inter-block communication, 
prevent misunderstanding and to eliminate the port mapping that can contain wire-swaps that are 
hard to see in a huge port map. The following two figures will clarify and express the supremacy 
of using interfaces in the design instead of using “bundles of wires”. 

The first figure symbolizes a design consisting of interconnected wires between the blocks in the 
design. The wires can rapidly increase in numbers, and especially nowadays when there might be 
a huge amount of built in self test signals except from the ordinary signals that have to be taken 
care of. 

 

Figure 1. A design without "interface". 
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When using the interface concept of SV the ports of the blocks only have to instantiate the 
different interfaces, not only does the overall picture of the design become much clearer as 
illustrated in the figure below, but the complete implementation will be easier as one designer can 
be responsible for the interconnection between the blocks. In other words; he can “own” the 
interface and provide an API that other engineers can use to connect to the bus. 

 

Figure 2. A design with "interface" 

As interfaces actually can be much more than just “bundles of wires”, they might also be an 
implementation of how to communicate between blocks. The API can hide the details of the data 
transfer onto and off of the bus. Another advantage to design of interfaces arises because the 
description is in a single location. If another signal needs to be added to the interface, this can be 
done without requiring every module that passes the bus through it to be modified to add the 
signal. Interfaces can be very useful if the same interface is used between many blocks. If a 
design contains 20 instantiations of a DSP and each DSP needs its interconnections it is very 
convenient to make this one interface and then instantiate it for every one of the processors. The 
port-map will be limited to 20 instantiated interfaces instead of hundreds of free wires.  

Just the ability to localize the description of an interface in one spot and then let the synthesis 
process spread the hardware appropriately through the design provides a huge advantage to the 
design process. The re-use and the ability to make changes in the design also increase. As an 
example there might be a situation were the serial interface between the blocks in a design must 
be parallel for new speed requirements etc. Then the designer don’t have to do anything else than 
to just rewrite the interface block. The instantiation in the blocks and in the top will remain the 
same. One designer can make this change even if it actually means that it concerns 20 different 
blocks in the design, which makes it a very fast method to retarget the design. 

The fact that only a few persons are involved in the inter-block communications increases the 
ability that the integration test will work without misunderstandings. There might be situations 
were teams have written a design specification for a bus, only to find out in integration that the 
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specification was not quite clear enough, and that there actually were more than one 
interpretation of it, requiring parts of the design to be completely reworked. That unpleasant 
situation will probably disappear with this interface construct.  

3.7.1 A simple design that contains an interface 

This basic design shows what happens with the hardware when multiple units use the same 
functions that are placed within the interface. The following figure demonstrates the design. The 
design consists of a sender and a receiver that uses the interface. Actually, the design simply 
takes the input data and feeds it on the interface to the other unit which puts it on the output. The 
interface uses a parity function to check the parity of the data that are being sent through the 
interface.  

The following figure will describe the design:  

 

Figure 3. A design containing an interface. 

3.7.2 The SV code for the design 

 
The SV code of the design consists of the interface, a sender module, a receiver module and the 
top module. The interface IF consists of two modports that can be used by units that instantiates 
the interface. The modport construct is basically used to direct the ports of the interface into 
different direction depending on the users of the interface. One can also see that the interface 
contains the parity function that is imported into the modports. To prevent possible RTL versus 
gate-level functionality mismatches, the Synopsys synthesis tool requires that interface tasks and 
functions that are called from modules must be declared as automatic which can be seen in the 
RTL-code below. Automatic functions create new storage for each call to them. The function of 
the two modules is similar to each other and very basic. Notice the highlighted assignment of 
data_out_parity in the modules, which gets its value from the received data through the parity 
function. 
 
interface IF; 

 logic [2:0] send; 

data_in 

data_out parity_out data_out 

data_in 

Sender Receiver 

The interface IF 

Parity function 

parity_out 
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 logic [2:0] receive; 

 

 function automatic logic parity (logic [2:0] data); 

  return(^data); 

 endfunction 

 

 modport sndmode (output send, input receive, import parity); 

 modport rcvmode (input send, output receive, import parity); 

endinterface 

 

module sender(IF.sndmode prt, 

 input logic [2:0] data_in, 

 output logic [2:0] data_out, 

 logic data_out_parity); 

 assign data_out = prt.receive; 

 assign data_out_parity = prt.parity(prt.receive); 

 assign prt.send = data_in; 

endmodule 

 

module receiver(IF.rcvmode prt, 

 input logic [2:0] data_in, 

 output logic [2:0] data_out, 

 logic data_out_parity ); 

 assign data_out = prt.send; 

 assign data_out_parity = prt.parity(prt.send); 

 assign prt.receive = data_in; 

endmodule 

 

module TOP(input wire [2:0] di1, di2, output wire [2:0] do1, do2,      

logic p1, p2); 

 IF i(); 

 sender s (i.sndmode, di1, do1, p1); 

 receiver r (i.rcvmode, di2, do2, p2); 

endmodule 

3.7.3 The post synthesis result 

 
In the following post synthesis Verilog netlist file, all assignments except one in each module 
have been removed (replaced with three dots) to make it clearer for the reader as that is not of 
interest. The interesting part of this netlist is what happened with the interface, and maybe even 
more interesting, what happened with the function in the interface that was used by both the 
modules. As one can see in the code, the parity function, which actually consists of the two XOR 
gates, have been placed within each module. Every module that uses the function in the interface 
also gets the hardware. Synthesis will duplicate the logic of an imported interface method in each 
module that calls that method. Also notice that the ports of the modules have got the interface 
variables with the specified direction according to the modport. 
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Design Compiler follows a special renaming principle for renaming modules that uses interfaces. 
The format the tool uses to get the special module name is as follows: 
 
modulename_I_portname_interfacename_modportname_. 

 
The ‘I’ after the module name means interface. When the interface uses parameters the interface 
name will be followed by the parameter names and their values. For the case with this not 
parameterized receiver module, the name will then accordingly be receiver_I_prt_IF_rcvmode_. 
 

module receiver_I_prt_IF_rcvmode_ ( prt_send, prt_receive, data_in, data_out,  

        data_out_parity ); 

  input [2:0] prt_send; 

  output [2:0] prt_receive; 

  input [2:0] data_in; 

  output [2:0] data_out; 

  output data_out_parity; 

  wire   \data_in[2] , \data_in[1] , \data_in[0] , n1; 

  … 

  assign data_out[0] = prt_send[0]; 

 

  HS65_LHS_XOR2X6 U1 ( .A(prt_send[0]), .B(n1), .Z(data_out_parity) ); 

  HS65_LHS_XOR2X6 U2 ( .A(prt_send[2]), .B(prt_send[1]), .Z(n1) ); 

endmodule 

 

 

module sender_I_prt_IF_sndmode_ ( prt_send, prt_receive, data_in, data_out,  

        data_out_parity ); 

  output [2:0] prt_send; 

  input [2:0] prt_receive; 

  input [2:0] data_in; 

  output [2:0] data_out; 

  output data_out_parity; 

  wire   \data_in[2] , \data_in[1] , \data_in[0] , n1; 

  … 

  assign data_out[0] = prt_receive[0]; 

 

  HS65_LHS_XOR2X6 U1 ( .A(prt_receive[0]), .B(n1), .Z(data_out_parity) ); 

  HS65_LHS_XOR2X6 U2 ( .A(prt_receive[2]), .B(prt_receive[1]), .Z(n1) ); 

endmodule 

 

 

module TOP ( di1, di2, do1, do2, p1, p2 ); 

  input [2:0] di1; 

  input [2:0] di2; 

  output [2:0] do1; 

  output [2:0] do2; 

  output p1, p2; 

 

  wire   [2:0] i_send; 

  wire   [2:0] i_receive; 

 

  sender_I_prt_IF_sndmode_ s ( .prt_send(i_send), .prt_receive(i_receive),  

        .data_in(di1), .data_out(do1), .data_out_parity(p1) ); 

  receiver_I_prt_IF_rcvmode_ r ( .prt_send(i_send), .prt_receive(i_receive),  

        .data_in(di2), .data_out(do2), .data_out_parity(p2) ); 
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endmodule 

 

The following figure illustrates the instantiation of the function into the modules. 

 
Figure 4. The Interface design after synthesis 

 
This is indeed a small design but it illustrates that the interface construct of SV is fully 
synthesizable and that the hardware created is not faulty in any means. The interface construct 
can be used together with tasks as well. It can also take parameters just as one use parameters in 
modules. This is very useful as one can modify every instantiation of the interface and use the 
same interface on ports with varying data- and address widths. Design compiler also supports 
always blocks in interfaces, which opens up for more possibilities of what you can do in the 
actual interface. 
 

3.8 Shared declaration spaces 

 
In the Verilog language, modules are self-contained design blocks. That means that all data types, 
functions and tasks etc that are being used by a specific module must be declared locally in that 
module as well. This implies that if a specific data type is used in multiple modules it must be re-
declared in every one of them. This issue is solved in two ways in SystemVerilog. One solution is 
packages that will be addressed later in this chapter, the other one is the shared declaration space 
that exists outside every block and that every module or interface etc. can reach. This shared 
declaration space has got the name $unit in SV. An example will illustrate the usage of $unit: 
 
typedef enum logic {FALSE,TRUE} BOOL;//shared declaration. 

//in the $unit domain. 

 

module first (input in1, output out1); 

BOOL flag1; 

… 

endmodule 

 

module second (input in2, output out2); 

p
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BOOL flag2; 

… 

endmodule 

 

This basically means that if the data type is not declared within the module, tools will look into 
the $unit space to find the declaration automatically. To explicitly get access to a function, 
variable or any other type declared in the $unit scope, when the same declaration name is used 
within the module, one will have to do as the following example illustrates to explicitly choose 
the outermost variable: 
 
enum logic[0:3] { cnt[8:10]=8} value;   //value.first=8 

 

module example (output logic [0:3] out); 

  enum logic[0:3] {cnt[9:14]=9} value; //value.first=9 

  assign out=$unit::value.first; 

endmodule 

 
This code will result in out having the value of 8 instead of 9.  
 
The synthesizable items that $unit can contain are: 
 

• typedef user defined types 

• parameter and localparam constant defintitions. 

• const variable definitions. 

• Automatic task and function definitions. 
 
This is a very convenient method to share data-type declarations etc, however SV requires that all 
items that are defined in this space must be declared before they are used in a module. If the 
declaration and the referencing is in two different files caution must be taken to keep the correct 
compile order. Another tricky aspect of this is the fact that the specific $unit of one compilation 
is not visible to another compilation. A separate $unit is made for each compilation, and in DC 
for instance one might compile and synthesize all design blocks separately. This implies that 
multiple stand-alone declaration spaces are declared, which is not the intention. In Questa or VCS 
this will not be an issue as one can compile multiple files together at the same time which creates 
one shared declaration space. If this issue becomes a problem, one solution to this, proposed by 
the LRM-editor and author Stuart Sutherland, is to place all declarations that should be in the 
shared declaration space in a separate file and in the top of the file one can put a compiler 
directive that ensures that the file is only read once by the tools. This file can then be included in 
the other design files with the `include compiler directive in the beginning of each file. This will 
ensure that all tools include exactly the same $unit definitions.  
 
An example might clarify the suggestion: 
 
The following lines might be put in a file named shared_space.unit: 
 
//shared_space.unit 

`ifndef COMPILED 
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`define COMPILED 

//declarations of enum structs, functions etc should be put here.  

`endif 

 
At the beginning of each file the following line might be put, to ensure a consequent $unit 
declaration space throughout the design: 
 
´include “./shared_space.unit”  

 
Synopsys design compiler also refer to $unit as $root. $root can be read about in the LRM as the 
outermost design space of the design. However, it might be that $root is not included in the IEEE 
P1800 standard of SystemVerilog. Anyhow; Questa does not recognize the $root keyword. 
 

3.9 Relaxed module ports 

 
There are a lot more capabilities of what you can pass through a port in SV compared to pure 
Verilog. SV relaxes the rules in several different areas and some of the more fundamental rules 
that are synthesizable are presented in the following table: 
 

Synthesizable constructs  
that can be passes through ports.            

Unpacked arrays and parts of arrays. 

User-defined data types. 

Enumerated data types. 

Typed unions. 

Interface ports. 
 
Table 3. Types that can be passed through ports 

 
So with these new rules the following module header is entirely aligned with the language and 
fully synthesizable: 
 
typedef struct{ 

logic [1:0] data,adress; 

} my_struct; 

 

typedef enum bit {read,write} my_enum; 

 

module mymodule  

(input logic clk, 

 input my_enum mode, 

 input my_struct onepacket, 

 output my_struct packetarray[0:1]); 

  

Structures, unions and arrays will be modified after synthesis. Structures for instance will be 
described as a long vector were all the structure members occupy a slice of the vector, so to be 
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able to simulate the post synthesis module one might have to change the port connections in the 
module instance so it matches the flattened ports from the synthesized module. This issue 
however, is planed to be solved in DC 2006.06 release with the help of an optional wrapper 
module that maps the ports accordingly. The following code is the expanded gate-level version of 
the module above. 
 
module mymodule ( clk, mode, .onepacket({\onepacket[data][1] ,  

        \onepacket[data][0] , \onepacket[adress][1] , 

\onepacket[adress][0] }),  

    .packetarray({\packetarray[0][data][1] , 

\packetarray[0][data][0] ,  

        \packetarray[0][adress][1] , \packetarray[0][adress][0] ,  

        \packetarray[1][data][1] , \packetarray[1][data][0] ,  

        \packetarray[1][adress][1] , 

\packetarray[1][adress][0] }) ); 

  input clk, mode, \onepacket[data][1] , \onepacket[data][0] , 

         \onepacket[adress][1] , \onepacket[adress][0] ; 

  output \packetarray[0][data][1] , \packetarray[0][data][0] , 

         \packetarray[0][adress][1] , \packetarray[0][adress][0] , 

         \packetarray[1][data][1] , \packetarray[1][data][0] , 

         \packetarray[1][adress][1] , \packetarray[1][adress][0] ; 

 

endmodule 

 

3.10 Instantiation methods 
 
There are two new methods besides plain Verilog to use when instantiating design block etc into 
other designs. These short-cuts methods might simplify the instantiation and are often referred to 
as the “dot-name” and the “dot-star” methods in the literatures. 
 

3.10.1 The “dot-name” method. 

This method can be used whenever the signal and port names are exactly the same. If a name in 
the instantiation differs from the real module port it needs to be named explicitly. This method is 
explained through an instantiation of a 2-port MUX. The following code is the MUX description: 
 
module MUX (input a,b,sel,output out); 

assign out = sel ? a : b; 

endmodule 

 
 In the following example the MUX module have the same names as the local names except from 
the local select signal that is bound to the sel signal of the MUX module. The order of the signals 
is not important with this explicit port connection syntax: 
 
 
MUX mux_inst (.b, .a, .out,.select(sel)) 
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3.10.2 The “dot-star” method. 

 
This is a wild-card short-cut method that connects all the signals with the same names together. 
Using the same MUX as in the other method the syntax would be: 
 
MUX mux_inst (.*, .select(sel)) 

 
This implies that using the same names in the top module as in the modules that will be 
instantiated in the top greatly reduces the code size in the top as all the instances will contain a 
simple “dot-star”.  However, there might be an issue with the lack of control at the top and RTL-
versus gate-level equivalence checks. Moreover, it is important to realize that this implies that 
DC must read in all the modules that are referenced with this method as it would not know the 
port-names of the instantiated module otherwise. 

3.11 Package and import 

 
As mentioned in the shared declaration space section, packages can be used to hold data-types 
and functions etc separated from the design files. The main purpose of the package construct is to 
provide a library with useful types, parameters, constants and functions etc. that can be shared by 
everyone that import that package into a specific block in a design. It might also be a convenient 
place to declare operator over-loadings. (SV operator over-loading is currently not supported in 

Questa or in DC). Syntax for the use of the package construct and the import statement follows: 
 
package complexpkg; 

 parameter int DataWidth=3; 

 typedef struct { 

 logic i,r; 

 }Complex; 

endpackage 

 

module use_pkg(input logic IN); 

  import complexpkg::Complex; 

  Complex number; 

  assign number.i=IN; 

   … 

endmodule 

 
To import the complete package and not only a specific user defined type or function, a star can 
be used in the following convenient way:     
import complexpkg::*; 

 
The package feature is in the writing moment fully supported in Questa but using packages in DC 
results in something similar to the following message: 
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Warning:  /home/emanans/tests/package.sv:24: The 'package' 

construct is not supported.  It will be ignored. (VER-104) 

 

Hopefully it will be supported in DC soon, as it is a convenient method to share functions and 
declarations. Even if the shared declaration space allows this, it is a more expressive, structural 
and secure method as only the imported units will be visible to the module eliminating any 
misusage and it is also obvious what parts of the design block that is from “the outside”. 
 

3.12 Operators 

 
SystemVerilog adds a couple of C++ like synthesizable operators that might simplify the making 
of the design. First, we have the increment and decrement operators that are inherited from the 
C++ language straight of. Then we have a couple of assignment operators that ease the coding a 
little but are principally the same operators as in pure Verilog.  
 
Increment and decrement operators: 
 

++,-- 

 
Assignment operators: 
 

-=,+=,*=,/=,%=,&=,|=,^=,>>=,<<=,<<<= and >>>=. 

 
All these “new” operators follow the same concept that for instance: 
 

A++; is the same as A = A+1; and B>>=1; is the same as B = B>>1; 

 
The usages of the increment and decrement operator are restricted to basic statements in synthesis. 
This means that it can not be used were more than one operation is performed. This basically 
means that the following operations are not synthesizable in DC, as they are compound 
statements: 
 

• a = b++;   

• c=(a-=b); 

• if (--a); 

 

There are also a couple of wild operators added apart from plain Verilog operators. These 
operators are the so called wild (in)equality operators:  =?= and !?=. 
These operators allows for don’t care bits to be masked from the comparison. 
An example will clarify how the =?=  are meant to be used: 
 
byte opcode; 

if (opcode =?= 8’b100101??) //lower two bits masked out. 
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However, these wild operators are in the writing of this thesis only supported in simulation and 
not in synthesis using DC. They are introduced to be used in abstract modeling and test-benching. 
 

3.13 Other synthesizable features that improves the design process  

3.13.1 Enhanced for loops.  

 
Verilog for loops can have a single initial assignment statement, and a single step assignment 
statement. The variable used as the loop control must be declared outside of the loop. 
SystemVerilog enhances for loops to allow the loop control variable to be declared as part of the 
for loop, and allows the loop to contain multiple initial and step assignments like the following 
example:  
 
for (int i=0, int count=0; i*count < 40; i++, count+=5) 

 

This is the features that the enhanced for loop has in the LRM, however multiple control 
variables within the header are supported in neither Questa nor DC in their current releases. 
 
The foreach loop that should be used to iterate through all elements in arrays are not supported 

in present versions of Questa and DC.  It is supported in the upcoming Questa version 6.2 though.  

3.13.2 The bottom testing loop 

 
Verilog has the while loop which executes the loop as long as a loop-control evaluation is true. 
The control value is tested at the start of each pass through the while loop. With this, it might 
happen that the loop is not executed at all. SV adds the bottom testing do...while loop that will be 
executed at least once, as the testing occur at the end of the loop. Because of this feature all logic 
that sets the outputs of the loop can be placed inside the actual loop. There might come situations 
were this feature will come in handy and make the code more intuitive and compact.  
 

3.13.3 Setting all bits short-cut 

 
In SV the apostrophe provides a short-cut syntax for setting all bits of a vector of any size to the 
same value. Using the notation ‘0 in SV is basically the same as others=>’0’ in VHDL. 
 
Example: 
   
logic[15:0] address 16’b1111111111111111     

 

logic [15:0]  address= ‘1; 

 
This shorthand notation is synthesizable, apart from ‘x, ’z. 
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3.13.4 $bits 

$bits is a useful built-in function that could be synthesized if determined at elaboration time. 
It basically returns the number of bits. An example will illustrate the usage: 
 
 
typedef struct packed { 

logic [15:10] Opcode; 

logic [9:0] Operand; 

} T_Instr; 

 

module (...); 

T_Instr Instr; 

logic [$bits(T_Instr)-1:0] Databus; 

... 

assign Instr = Databus; 

endmodule 

 

3.13.5 Named end of blocks 

To simplify the overview of the code, SystemVerilog adds the ability to state a name to the end of 
a block: 
 
module my_module; 

… 

endmodule : my_module 

 
Other blocks that support this are interface...endinterface, task...endtask, 
begin…end ,function…endfunction and also some fork…join variants. 

3.13.6 castings 

 
SystemVerilog adds a cast operator to Verilog, ’( ). There are three types of synthesizable cast 
operations that can be used with this operator: 
 
• Size casting:  
sum = 16'(a + 16'h3); 

 

• Sign casting: 
sum  = signed'(a) + signed'(b); 

 
• Type casting: 
sum = int'(a * 16'h3); 

 
The built-in function $cast is not synthesizable in DC. 
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4. A Radix-2 FFT designed with SystemVerilog 

4.1 Background 
As a part of the design-aspect evaluation of SystemVerilog an FFT has been designed and 
synthesized. The purpose was not to build the fastest implementation but to test and use as many 
specific SystemVerilog-features as possible, and see if there was any problem in the design 
process when using the tools that were available at the department. The designed FFT has the 
RADIX-2 architecture and is designed to be generic by a factor of 2. That is 64,128,256 etc 
samples are supported for input. The implemented design is solely designed using the Cooley-
Tuckey algorithm and as a result the output is bit-reversed. There is no scaling implemented in 
this design that takes care of possible overflow, and decimal values are rounded before placed 
back into the memory.[5],[20],[22],[23],[29] 

 

4.2 The design 

 
Figure 5. Overview of the FFT design. 

 
 
 
The figure illustrates the design being built. The ROM memory is pre-loaded with Twiddle 
factors. Those values are basically cosinus and sinus values that will be used in the butterfly 
calculation. The RAM memory stores the data for the transformation. The fft basically consists of 
3 modules. The fftctrl module instantiates adrgen and btrfly. These modules will be explained in 
detail later on in this chapter. 

4.2.1 Short functional description. 
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reset 
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The RAM memory is loaded with data from an outside processor. When the processor is finished 
with the RAM data loading it pulls the start-signal on the FFT high for at least one cycle. When 
the FFT has cycled through all the stages in the algorithm and replaced the RAM memory with 
the Fourier-transformed bit-reversed version it sets the done strobe high and goes into idle mode, 
waiting for the start signal to go active again. Now, it’s up to the outside processor to fetch the 
information in the RAM and repeat the procedure again if necessary.  
 

4.2.2 The ROM and RAM 

 
The memory modules hold the data that are being used by the FFT. 
Both memories are modeled in two separate modules and the information is stored on a .mem file 
in the simulation work directory.  The information is stored in the following way in the memories: 

 
 
Figure 6.  Structure of data-placement in the memories 

 

4.2.3 The address generation module 

 

 
Figure 7. The address generator. 

 
The address generator has the purpose of generate the correct addresses according to the radix-2 
algorithm. It generates 3 addresses each time there is a positive edge on the nxt_btrfly signal. 
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TW_adr is the address to the present Twiddle factor in the ROM. I_adr and L_adr are the 
addresses to the two data values that are being read from the RAM and used for the butterfly 
calculation. The Done-signal goes high at the same cycle as when the last addresses are generated. 
The adrgen takes two parameters as input parameters. The first parameter is the Datasize 
parameter that decides how many samples the fft should be designed for. The other value is the 
numberOfStages parameter which is used to define the number of stages the butterfly will have. 
These parameters naturally relates to each other as for instance 64 data samples requires  6 stages 
with a radix-2 algorithm(26=64). 
 
 
 

4.2.4 The butterfly module 

 
 
Figure 8. The butterfly module. 

 
The butterfly is the arithmetic unit of the design. It takes the actual RAM and ROM data values 
and calculates the new values which are then written back at the same location as the incoming 
values. The butterfly calculations are denoted in pseudo code down below (1 and 2) were the 
complex input data from RAM are I and L, and were the ROM_data is the Twiddle factor (TW).  
 

I_new = I+L;  (1) 
L_new=(I-L)*TW; (2) 
 
As there is only one data input and output on the RAM the I, L, I_new and L_new signals has to 
be read and written in a consecutive manner. This is controlled outside the butterfly module 
though.  The butterfly is solely a combinational design. As all input values are complex (real and 
imaginary parts) the I_new addition is actually two additions. The first subtraction-part of the 
L_new operation is actually 2 subtractions and the TW multiplication is in fact 4 multiplications, 
one subtraction and one addition.  

4.2.5 The fftctrl module  
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Figure 9.  The fftctrl module. 

 
The fftctrl module controls the data-feed through the butterfly and puts the calculated values into 
the memory accordingly. The controller instantiates the address generator and the butterfly unit. 
The fftctrl is implemented as a finite state machine with 6 states as can be seen in the figure: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After reset the FSM is in the idle/done state. A start signal will make the FSM leave the idle/done 
state and start cycle through C0-C4. Every C0 to C4-turn a butterfly operation is carried out and 
new addresses are generated for the next turn, from the instantiated address generator adrgen. 
When adrgen:s  done-strobe goes high and the address generator has cycled through the complete 
algorithm the next state will be the idle-state again. The following figure will illustrate how the 
algorithm looks like when having  8 samples for input. Each “arrow-cross” is a complex butterfly 
operation. In this case 12 butterfly operations and 3 stages are needed to complete the algorithm. 
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Figure 11 Radix-2, 8 sample DIF algorithm. 

 
 
The specific operations for calculating a butterfly is scheduled as can be seen in the following 
figure were the bold vertical lines indicate that new addresses have been generated: 

 
Figure 12 Butterfly scheduling 

 
As indicated by the butterfly pseudo code (1) and (2) in the butterfly section, one can not 
optimize the operations further and save cycles, except from the fact that one could use a dual 
port RAM and Write L in C0 and at the same time read the I-value (discarding C4). This is due to 
the Decimation-in-frequency nature of the design. Choosing a Decimation-in-time algorithm 
would have reduced the number of cycles as in that algorithm the L value is not needed in the 
twiddle multiplication. The RTW operation could basically be done in C0 or C1 as well.  
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4.3 Results of the implementation 

 
As discussed in the butterfly section the L_new calculation is actually 4 multiplications,3 
subtractions and one addition. This part of the design is therefore the part that will set the 
maximum clock-frequency of the design. According to Design compiler the worst case delay for 
propagating a signal through a whole subtraction and multiplication chain would be close to 5.6 
ns. As the subtraction and multiplication is done in consecutive clock cycles (c2, c3) as described 
in the butterfly scheduling figure above, the maximum frequency for this butterfly operation (and 
the design) might be somewhat closer to 300 Mhz. Extractions from the synthesis report for the 
FFT can be found in the appendix D. 
 

4.4 SystemVerilog Features used in the design 

 

4.4.1 Structures 

The struct construct came well in hand when to group the real and the imaginary part into one 
single data type. A new data type called Complex was defined: 
 
typedef struct { 

logic signed [15:0] r,i;  

} Complex; 

 

4.4.2 Enhanced functions 

The enhanced functions were used to handle the subtraction, addition and multiplications of the 
complex values in the butterfly module. 

4.4.3 Enumerations and methods 

 
The enumeration was used in the fftctrl to model a FSM. 
 
enum logic [2:0]{idle,c[4]} fftstate; 

 
The enum methods fftstate.next() and fftstate.prev() was used in a early version but was not 
supported in DC and consequently removed. 

4.4.4 Unique  

The unique keyword was used in a case sentence that controlled the FSM. 
 
unique case(fftstate) 

idle: 

c0: 

… 
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endcase 

 
Ignored in Questa but synthesized in DC.  

4.4.5 Instantiation methods 

Dot-star method used to instantiate modules: 
 
butterfly BTRFLY_INST(.*); 
 

4.4.6 Shared declaration space 

The Complex type,the automatic functions and the interface were declared in the $unit region and 
shared by different modules. 

4.4.7 Operators 

The increment and decrement operators and some other shorthand operators were used. 
 
Examples of operators used:  

• stagecnt++; 

• I+=N; 

• TWA+=2**M;. 

• N>>=1; 

4.4.8 Relaxed module ports 

Structures was used as in and out ports in the butterfly module.  

4.4.9 Package and Import 

 
The package and import methods were used in an early version.  
The complex data-type and all the functions were placed in a package and imported in the 
modules as they were used. However, as packages were ignored in synthesis it was replaced by 
the $unit-method instead.  

4.4.10 Interface 

An interface definition was declared and used as memory interface according to the following 
few lines. Modports were used for the four ports that were using the interface. 
 
interface i_f; 

 

 logic cs,we; 

 logic[0:6]  adr; 

 logic[0:31] memout,memin; 

 

modport RAM       (input adr,memin,cs,we,output memout); 

modport fft_RAM   (output adr,memin,cs,we,input memout); //FFT-

side 
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modport ROM       (input adr,cs,we,output memout); 

modport fft_ROM   (output adr,cs,we,input memout); //FFT-side 

endinterface 

4.5 A FFT simulation 
 
To test the functionality of the design a golden model has been written in MATLAB.  
Several test cases have been ran to test the functionality of the implemented FFT. 
 
The following figure illustrates a test-case were the 64-bit long input-vector is like the one in the 
figure. This mirrored real-only-input should produce a sinus-wave (consisting of both imaginary 
and real parts) after the transformation, according to the nature of fourier-transformation. 
 

 
 
Figure 13.  64-bit real only test vector. 

 
 
The result after plotting the imaginary parts and the real parts of the transformed vector can be 
seen in the next figure. Take notice that the result has been spitted into real and imaginary parts, 
as they are treated separately in the design-implementation. Adding (absolute value) these values 
will result in a sinus wave, though.  
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Figure 14.  Transform plotted in MATLAB. 

 
The RAM memory was loaded with the same values as in the MATLAB-version. 
The post-synthesis gate-level simulation ran until the done strobe came high. 
Then the RAM-data was un-scrambled and plotted in Questa. The outputs in this plot have been 
interpolated in Questa for a smoother analog plot, but nevertheless is the output result identical to 
the MATLAB result, as can be seen in the following Questa-plot. 
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Figure 15. Transform plotted with Questa. 

 
 

4.6 Thoughts about designing the FFT in SystemVerilog 
 
The first thing you might think about when using SystemVerilog compared to the plain Verilog-
2001, is that it has become more similar to VHDL. Many of the constructs that is convenient to 
use in VHDL is now also available in Verilog. So using another language is not the big issue. A 
trained designer that now how to create hardware in VHDL will surely manage the same in 
SystemVerilog. The first version used packages were the datatypes and functions were stored. 
The adrgen-module also used a couple of enum methods to model the algorithm. This worked 
fine in simulation but these constructs and methods were not synthesizable, so another approach 
was used not involving the enum methods and $unit was used instead of packages. 
So, as a guideline, keep the synthesis tool tight when coding and try to synthesize the new 
features whenever they are introduced in the design.  
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5 SystemVerilog Assertions 
 
SystemVerilog assertion, abbreviated as SVA, is an important methodology and an integral part 
of SystemVerilog and its verification capabilities. With assertions a designer or verification 
specialist can debug a design and verify it for intended behavior. When assertions are used they 
effectively increase the observability in designs and reduce the time to isolate and capture 
unintended behavior in the designs. This chapter is mainly written in a design engineer’s 
perspective and is addressing engineers that are not very familiar with assertion techniques and 
especially not with SVA. In addition this chapter is not written to fully school designers in the 
syntax of SVA, even though fundamentals of SVA are highlighted to understand the imminent of 
this chapter. 
 
This chapter introduces the reader to the concept of SVA. It considers methodology for writing 
assertions and describes building blocks used. It will answer questions like why one should use 
assertions and introduce the reader to various good assertion practices and express some general 
guidelines and key learning’s regarding SVA. Moreover it covers the method that the author of 
this thesis suggests that Ericsson should adopt for verifying present VHDL-designs with SVA 
without violating the design code. This chapter also covers two test cases that were set up on 
Ericsson to test, among other things, the capabilities of using SVA on present VHDL-
designs.[1],[7],[13],[15],[16],[17],[19],[26] 
 

5.1 Introduction to SystemVerilog assertion 
 
As vaguely mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, SVA really is one of the most important 
features that come with SystemVerilog. An assertion is actually nothing more than a property that 
describes the design and that property should hold true otherwise the assertion fails. A failing 
assertion means that there is an inconsistency between the actual design and the intention (design 
specification). When a design has been implemented with assertions it will influence many parts 
of the verification process. The assertions can be implemented in the form of prewritten checkers 
from assertion libraries or custom-made by the designer. 
 
The verification process will be improved in many ways when using assertions, when the 
engineer for instance writes assertions in the design he also provides documentation of the 
functional intent. This can be very useful when many designers work on the same design or if the 
design is reused or licensed as a commercial IP product. 
 
Simulators or even emulators (Palladium II) can run the assertions during simulation/emulation 
with constrained or directed tests. Any failing assertion will be reported and it increases the 
observability in the design. This makes the design a white box instead of a black box as with 
traditional verification and golden models. 
 
With assertions comes the ability to run formal proving of the assertions. This makes the need of 
a testbench unnecessary. Formal analysis tools uses mathematical methods to either prove that a 
specific assertion can never be violated or find a counter example showing how to stimulate the 
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assertion to fail. This method, together with simulation, makes the verification process more 
comprehensive and thereby adds to the tape-out confidence. Another nice feature that comes with 
assertions is the fact that one can use the assertions to measure functional coverage. 
 
This, together with the fact that industry experience shows that the return of investment is high 
when it comes to Assertion based verification, makes it as mentioned before, one of the most 
powerful features of SystemVerilog. The drawbacks, however, with implementing assertions, 
might be the effort of putting the assertions into the design and the fact that it is an overhead in 
the simulation process. 
 

5.5.1 The conciseness of SVA 

 
SVA is a declarative language designed for describing temporal conditions. The language is also 
designed to have great control over time. There are several built-in functions that can be used 
when writing assertions. This makes the code very concise and to illustrate this, a checker that 
verifies that “if req goes high, then signal ack should go high within 1 to 3 clk cycles” can be 
seen in both VHDL and SV. 
 
VHDL: 

 

sample_inputs : process (clk) 

begin 

 if rising_edge(clk) then 

  STROBE_REQ <= REQ; 

  STROBE_ACK <= ACK; 

 end if; 

end process; 

protocol: process 

 variable CYCLE_CNT : Natural; 

begin 

 loop 

   wait until rising_edge(CLK); 

   exit when (STROBE_REQ = '0') and (REQ = '1'); 

 end loop; 

 CYCLE_CNT := 0; 
 loop 

   wait until rising_edge(CLK); 

   CYCLE_CNT := CYCLE_CNT + 1; 

   exit when ((STROBE_ACK = '0') and (ACK = '1')) or (CYCLE_CNT = 

3); 

end loop; 

if ((STROBE_ACK = '0') and (ACK = '1')) then 

 report "Assertion success" severity Note; 

else 

 report "Assertion failure" severity Error; 
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end if; 

end process protocol; 

 

 

SVA: 

  

req_ack : assert property @(posedge clk) $rose(req) |-> ##[1:3] 

$rose(ack); 

 
The advantage of SVA for checking protocols over time like this is obvious. 
Also notice that SVA doesn’t need to explicitly have the pass and fail massages, it lies within the 
language. This of course doesn’t imply that you can’t have specific pass or fail messages. 
 

5.1.2 Two types of assertions 

 
SVA basically consists of two types of assertions, which are immediate and concurrent assertions. 
The major difference between the two types is that immediate assertions executes immediately in 
zero execution time as the name implies and concurrent assertions is evaluating conditions over 
time. Immediate assertions are very similar to the VHDL assert construct. There are some more 
differences that are presented best in a table: 
 
 

Immediate assertions Concurrent assertions 
Based on simulation events Based on clock cycles 

Placed in procedural block 
definition 

Placed in procedural blocks, modules, 
interfaces or program definitions. 

Used only with dynamic 
simulation tools 

Used with both formal and  dynamic 
simulation tools 

Used without property keyword Used with property keyword 
 
Table 4. Differences between immediate and concurrent assertions 

 
The differences can also be addressed as declarative examples:  
 
Immediate assertion: 
 
always_comb 

begin 

Imm_asrt: assert(X && Y); 

end 
 

 
Concurrent assertion: 
 

property concurr; 

@(posedge clk)   $rose(req) |-> ##[4:6] $rose(gnt); 
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endproperty 

concur_asrt: assert property(concurr); 
 

The immediate assertion simply checks that X and Y are high. 
It executes in zero time every time X or Y changes according to the definition of the 
always_comb block. The concurrent assertion checks that “gnt” goes high between 4-6 cycles 
after “req” has been set. Notice the keyword “property” that comes with concurrent assertions. 
 

5.1.3 Fundamental blocks of SVA 

 
There are four fundamental building blocks of SVA. These building blocks are often expressed in 
literatures as a triangle like the one in the fig. 
 

 
 
Figure 16. The building blocks of SVA 

 
 
The bottom layer is the Boolean expression that is used for describing the intended behavior of 
the assertion. The next layer is the sequence layer which contains the Boolean expression. 
A sequence describes a specific behavior in time and can be named or unnamed. The third layer 
is the property layer which contains one or more sequences. A property specifies the behavior of 
the design. The property can also be named or unnamed. The top layer is the verification 
directive layer which consists of assert, cover, assume and expect keywords that must be used to 
check the property during simulation. The cover keyword is used together with functional 
coverage testbenches, and the assume keyword is primarily used when setting up constraints 
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within a formal tool environment. The assertion keyword is the keyword that should be used 
when writing standard assertion checkers. 
 The assertion expression in the top of the figure is very densely written. 
The method and syntax for writing an assertion in a more expanded way is best shown with an 
example. The special syntax of an assertion like this is covered in the next section, so the reader 
can (if not familiar with SVA) by this point primarily take notice in the structure of this expanded 
assertion: 
 
sequence s1;   

 (a && b) ##1 c;  
endsequence 

 

sequence s2; 

##1 d; 

endsequence 

 

property p; 

@(posedge clk) s1 |->s2; 
endproperty 

 

a1: assert property(p); 

 
Also notice that the clock definition is placed in the property. Actually it can be placed in the 
sequence or the assert statement as well, but it is a good practice to put it in the property as this 
will make the sequences clock-independent, hence help increase the re-use of the sequence 
definitions. The other way of writing this particular assertion is consequently: 
 

a1 : assert property @(posedge clk) (a && b )##1 c |-> ##1 d; 
 

This is of course a faster method but it is recommended to use all four blocks, especially in larger 
designs when for instance a specific sequence is used in many assertions. This again, increase 
reusability. 
 

5.1.4 Basic operators for writing SVA 

This section will describe some of the fundamental operators needed to understand the basics of 
SVA. Again it does not cover all of the methods and operators that can be used in SVA. These 
operators however, are needed to fully understand the intentions of the assertions that are being 
addressed later in this chapter. 
 
The cycle delay operator. 
 
This operator is used to skip clock ticks whilst sampling a sequence. 
 
The sequence:           
 
A ##3 B ##2 C;   
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Basically means that three cycles after A has been set, B shall be checked. Two cycles later the 
sequence is expecting to sample C asserted. The fig shows at which cycle the sampling for a 
specific signal occur. 

 
Figure 17. Using the cycle delay operator to skip clock cycles. 

 
Implication operator 
 
The implication technique is equivalent to an if-then structure. The left hand side of the operator 
is called the antecedent and the right hand side is called the consequent. 
The implication construct can only be placed in a property definition and there are two types of 
implications: Overlapped and non-overlapped.  
 
The overlapped implication operator look like this “  |->  ” and describes the following behavior: 
 

If there is a match on the antecedent, then the consequent is evaluated in the same cycle. 
 
In the expression “a|->b”, ‘b’ will not be evaluated until ‘a’ happens. 
 
The non overlapped implication operator looks like this “  |=> ” and describes the following 
behavior: 
 
If there is a match on the antecedent, then the consequent is evaluated in the next cycle. 
 
This is the same as writing “ a|-> ##1 b “ and SV literature often prefer this syntax as confusion 
between the two operators is eliminated. 
 
 
The “throughout” construct 
This method allows the assertion writer to test a specific sequence under certain conditions. 
This can for instance be used to check that valid data is on the bus while the write strobe is 
activated. 
 
The syntax for this construct can be shown in an example: 
 
(datain == databus)  throughout writestrobe; 
 
 
Built-in system tasks 
 

   A                                 B                      C 
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There are a lot of built in system tasks in SV and it is the dollar sign that distinguish them from 
other constructs. In the test case there are four basic buildt–in system tasks used: 
 

• $rose(signal); 

• $fell(signal); 

• $past(signal,2); 

• $onehot0(signal) 
 
These tasks are declarative in their nature but the $past task can have an optional parameter that 
defines how many samples back in time it should collect the signals value from. Default is one 
sample back in time. $rose is used to make a distinct starting point in the assertion as the tool 
checks that a signal has become one since the last sample instead of just check if it is one, as this 
can render several unwanted starting points. The same principle goes with the $fell task, although 
it of course is inverted. $onehot0 is used to check that a vector is all zero or that only one element 
has the value ‘1’. 
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5.2 Assertion based verification methodology 

 
Before one start to implement assertions in the design code there are some general guidelines one 
should follow to ease the implementation of the assertions and thereby the debug time. As for 
started the designer must take under consideration were to add assertions in the design. After the 
placement recognition the designer must specify how the assertions should be written to cover as 
much of the design intent as possible. How to write a good assertion and were to add it, will 
probably be the hardest part of assertion based verification for the design engineer to cope with in 
the beginning. The fact that the design engineer shall think in verification terms instead of design 
terms will probably generate a learning curve and some faulty assertions in the introduction of 
ABV. Another thing which must be determined before the design implementation phase is who 
shall write the specific assertion. Is it the design engineer or is it the verification engineer?  Many 
of the assertions can and should be determined before the implementation phase begins. During 
the implementation however, the designer might add assertions beyond the plan and he might 
also provide the verification engineer at the top level with recommendations for additional 
assertions. The probably most convenient way of making this assertion test plan requires that the 
design team and the verification team sit down together and discuss the intention of each block in 
the design. They will look into types of assertions that should be specified for each block and 
whom should write them. The purpose with this is to make a person or a design team responsible 
for a certain assertion so it will not be duplicated or even worse, left unwritten. The delegation of 
the responsibility also enables both verification and design teams to work in parallel from start. 
This delegation however, must be taken with a sense of flexibility, as during the design process 
goes on, the designer might realize that certain signals needed for his delegated assertion are 
outside the design block and therefore it might after reconsideration be better for the verification 
team to handle that assertion or vice versa. 
 
Another aspect they might look upon is whether the assertion should be placed inside or outside 
the design block. The design engineer will more often put the assertions embedded in the code 
while the verification engineer probably will use the SystemVerilog bind construct to connect the 
assertions to the design.  
 
A fundamental guideline for whether the design engineer or the verification engineer should write 
the assertion has emerged in literatures and is supported, among others, by the SV-LRM editor 
Stuart Sutherland. The guideline is as follows: 
 
Design engineers should write assertions to verify assumptions that affect the functionality of a 

design block. 

 

To clarify this, take for instance the ALU in a DSP which assume that inputs not are X and Z. 
Moreover it might assume that the opcode is within a certain range.  These are assumptions that 
affect the functionality of the design if they not hold true. 
 
Verification engineers should write assertions to verify that design functionality meets the 

design specification. 
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This is more straightforward and could be assertions for verifying transmission protocols or for 
verifying the overall behavior of the ALU. Checkers that verify that the flags are set or cleared 
correctly for instance. 
 

5.2.1 Assertion coding guidelines 

 
As expressed earlier it might not be that easy to write good assertions and know where to place 
them in the starting up phase of assertion usage. However, there are some key-learning’s to adopt 
that will be a good platform to start from. A designer is trained to think in terms that an “event 
should cause an effect”. When you write assertions with this in mind you will see that this type of 
thinking will often result in just duplicating the RTL-functionality. A designer should think of it 
from the other angle when writing assertions. This basically means that an affect should be the 
result of the cause. 
 
 In other words: 
 
 It is better to trig on the zero flag and check that the result is zero than to trig on the result to 

check the zero flag. 

 

 Writing an assertion in this way will verify that, in this case, the zero-flag is not false firing. Trig 
on the result to check zero flag is basically what the RTL-code does and would not add much to 
verification coverage. 
 
SVA allows sequences and properties to be named. If expressive names are used that clarifies the 
behavior of the sequence or the property, then the complete assertion will be much easier to read 
and understand. It also improves debugging as the assertion name, among other things, will be 
displayed in the event of an assertion failure. Another basic rule is to keep things as simple as 
possible. The assertion shall not check for multiple properties to hold, as this will cause confusion 
when a property fails. The cause of failure is much clearer in simple properties. 
 
It is also very important to disable assertions during the reset operation. Otherwise hundreds of 
assertions might fail in the startup-sequence of a design. Within this huge amount of false failures 
it could be a real failure.  The simplest way to adopt this is to use the SV disable iff construct. 
The following assertion will be disabled during reset: 
 
checker: assert property ( 

@(posedge clk ) disable iff (reset) 

 (A && !B) ##1 C); 

 

Another way is to turn off all assertions that shall not be running during reset with the built-in 
system tasks $assertoff before entering reset. Turn them on again after reset with the $asserton 
system task.  The system tasks, however, apart from the disable iff construct can not be used in 
formal tools.  It is also a good practice to have the ability to turn the assertions off by block basis. 
Especially is this useful for the verification engineer on the top that sometimes wants to run a 
simulation on a specific part of the design with the use of maximum simulation capacity available. 
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Most of the tools available today can be forced to run the simulation with the ability count and 
show passed assertions in the GUI as well. In Questa for instance; showing passed assertions is 
with the use of the –assertdebug extension. Using this feature will add some over-head to 
simulation time so this feature is not recommended to use. But, nevertheless this feature basically 
must be used in the beginning of the simulations when the assertions are being defined and tested 
for the first time. The reason to this is that you need to see if the assertions have even triggered at 
all and works as intended. When you know the correct behavior of the assertions the –
assertdebug extension could be removed to increase simulation capacity.  
 
The designer should be aware of what his assertion really does. It might cover the sequence that 
he is looking for to hold true, but it could also let some other sequences pass as well.  
A basic example to illustrate this is the following sequence which is similar to the one that was 
used to describe the cycle delay operator: 
 
A ##1 B ##1 C;   

 
This sequence has multiple matching conditions. To get the picture, here are some: 
 

 
Figure 18. A sequence can have multiple matches 

 
A signal that is not explicitly checked in a sample expression is a don’t care in that particular 
sample.  The first condition for instance, can be defined adequately with the following sequence: 
 
(A&& !B && !C) ##1 (!A && B && !C)  ##1  (!A && !B && C); 
 
When you need to write assertions for a FSM for instance there might be a possibility that the 
state machine is designed with enumerated types, and testing logic that has enumerated types 
requires access to enumerated data. This means that a verification engineer needs the state-names 
of the FSM before he can bind to them, which implies that the verification team cannot write 
assertions in parallel with the design team. In fact, the enum names don’t even exist outside the 
block. A solution to this problem would simply be to let the teams specify the state names as 
early as possible in the design process or even specify them in the design specification. 
 
The package and import construct of SV might also be a good idea to use, so that these data 
types can be placed separated and with this become accessible for the verification team as well as 
the design team. In the writing of this thesis however, package and import constructs are not yet 
supported for synthesis by Design Compiler. Another aspect that concerns enumerated data types 
is evoked from the fact that enumerated type labels disappear after synthesis. This means that if 
you are going to run the simulation with assertions on the gate-level it will not work if the 
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assertions contain the enum names instead of their actual values. SystemVerilog however, unlike 
VHDL, have the support to specify the enum values explicitly. This might be useful and 
especially when Design Compiler is defaulted to keep these explicitly stated values in the gate-
level implementation. 
 
As a general rule, adding assertions is always a good practice. However, since there is a cost in 
adding assertions in forms of simulation capacity and time, it would be a good idea to specify 
where not to add assertions.  It might be parts of the design were the functionality has been 
exhaustively tested before. A PCI Interface etc might use some kind of third party checker and it 
might not be a clear return-on-investment to duplicate the checks with a set of assertions. Other 
places were assertions not should be added include the monitoring of: 
 

• A free running clock. 

• Glitch detection, asynchronous timing. 

• Known correct components (such as a basic MUX.) 

• Basic D to Q transfers in registers. 

• Assertions that duplicate RTL- Simple incremental counters should not have an assertion 
that verifies the one-increment. 

 
Assertions that are related to interfaces should be specified within the interface declaration. 
 
Of course there are hot spots like fifo:s, intersection of blocks and so on that might need extra 
attention when it comes to assertions. Experts say that one assertion every tenth line of code is a 
normal assertion density. It should be mentioned though, that this number is widely shifting 
among experts, and other consultants might recommend one assertion per 50 lines of code. Even 
if a guideline of assertion density might be convenient, the number one purpose with assertions is 
still to monitor as much of the design as possible. Some designs will indisputably have a higher 
assertion-density than others.  Without sufficient assertion density, the full benefits of assertions 
are not realized. The goal is to have a uniform density with a minimum number of holes 
throughout the design. Anywhere you would typically add a comment to document a potential 
assumption, concern or restriction in the RTL implementation, would be a convenient place to 
put an assertion. The declarative nature of the assertion will function as a comment and also 
provide to verification as well.  
 
Assertion can, according to the standard, pass vacuously as well. An assertion that has been 
reported by tools to have a “vacuous success” might trick users to think that the property has been 
tested exhaustively. But, vacuous success basically means that the assertion passes even if it 
actually has not been tested. A logical statement is vacuously true (or trivially true) if it is true but 
doesn't provide any useful information; A typical situation of vacuous success is the following 
statement:  
 
"Anything that has property A must also have property B", where there is nothing with property 

A.” 
 
The following example might clarify the statement: 
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property example; 

@(posedge clk)  sA|->sB; 

endproperty 

 
This property will be a vacuous success if the sA sequence never happens. 
It might feel awkward to call this property for a success but that’s the definition of vacuously true 
(or trivially true) properties. So the bottom line is that assertions that pass vacuously actually 
don’t add to functional verification at all. 
 
One important aspect with assertions is to secure that they have a distinct trigger. 
A basic but declarative example to illustrate this is the following two almost identical assertions: 
 
Sequence s7; 

$rose(req) |->##[2:5] ack;  

endsequence 

 

Sequence s8; 

req |->##[2:5] ack;  

endsequence 

 
These two assertions have basically the same functionality, yet there is one important difference. 
The sequence s8 does not have a distinct trigger. When the request signal goes high multiple 
assertion-threads will spawn after each clock-cycle and process in parallel in the memory. This 
means that there might be 4 successful assertions and two failures if the req signal stays high 
during a couple of cycles and the ack only stays high one cycle. This is probably not the intention 
of the assertion. Sequence s7, on the other hand, does have that distinct trigger ($rose) that will 
result in only one assertion spawned. 
 
As the properties can take parameters it might be a good idea to construct assertions in a more 
generic fashion. These assertions can then be placed in public (within company) directories and 
used with appropriate parameters as they come in handy. 
Every assertion should be tenderly described in a header provided every assertion. That header 
should describe the functionality of the actual property exhaustively and contain exact 
specification on how to use the assertion with the input parameters. Naturally and of course not 
all of the assertions that the designers construct should be placed in a directory. Most of them will 
probably be implemented in the design on-the-fly as in-line assertions. However, using this 
strategy will eliminate some serious redundancy that will occur when many designers and 
engineers are writing basically the same assertions. The directories might also be a good place for 
SVA-syntactically untrained engineers to find inspiration or to find convenient assertions to hook 
onto (or use within) their designs.  
 
There are a couple of defined assertion libraries that are public and could be used by design teams.  
OVL is such a public assertion library. It contains parameterized assertions that could be used 
freely in the designs. 
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5.3 Verification methodologies that comes with SVA. 

 
There are a couple of methodologies that one can adopt when introducing SV, and especially 
SVA. The methodologies lightly addressed in this chapter are functional coverage verification, 
formal verification and constraint driven verification, which is the mostly used methodology 
today together with functional coverage and used by pure verification languages such as ‘e’.  
It should be mentioned that the methodologies brought up above are strongly tied together and 
some methodologies are based on others. SVA and by that means assertion based verification. 
Assertions are the fundamental building block that makes some of the methodologies within this 
topic effective. 

5.3.1 Functional coverage verification. 

 
Broadly speaking, there are two types of coverage metrics; Code coverage, which can be 
automatically extracted from the design code and consists of line coverage, state coverage, toggle 
coverage etc and then functional coverage. As the designer or the verification engineer writes test 
cases that are supposed to check as much of the design as possible he also wants to get as much 
as possible out of the individual tests that he might write. To avoid any redundancy and multiple 
tests that basically cover the same functionality a functional coverage methodology should be 
deployed.  The primary purpose of this methodology is to provide feedback to the verification 
team of what has been covered. It will also provide a measure on how much of the design that has 
been covered. Traditionally, coverage has been used as a confidence-building metric and 
coverage is often defined as the percentage of verification objectives that have been met. It is 
basically used as a metric for evaluating the progress of a verification project in order to reduce 
the number of simulation cycles spent in verifying a design. 
While code coverage is rather straight forward to encompass, functional coverage is user-defined 
and requires more up front efforts as someone has to write a coverage model that is based on the 
design specification. It requires a more structural approach to verification than code coverage that 
is automatically inferred from the design. The functional coverage should be used to measure 
whether certain corner cases and other interesting features or hot spots in the designs have been 
observed and validated. To obtain the best feedback from functional coverage, the methodology 
must be uniformly consistent or it will produce less aid in the verification process. Assume that 
your functional coverage report indicates that you have 90% coverage. This data is in some way 
pointless if only 10% of the actual design is covered with functional coverpoints. 
 
 The functional coverage constructs that is integrated in the SV-language provides a convenient 
way to adopt this methodology.  
 
The following few lines of code enable functional coverage to cover which units on VSB that 
have received an acknowledge: 
     
     covergroup cg @(posedge clock); 
      coverpoint vsbackVec 

      { 

        bins b[] = {1,2,4,8,16,32, …}; 

        bins trash= default; 
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      } 

     endgroup  

      

     cg Mygrp =new; 

      

     always@(posedge clock) 

     Mygrp.sample(); 

 
The first line defines a covergroup named cg. In that covergroup do we specify all the signals we 
should cover, hence a so called coverpoint has been set up for the acknowledge-vector vsbackvec. 
After that an array of bins has been specified to catch the values defined between the curly 
brackets. Then a object Mygrp is created and with the use of .sample() you collect data into the 
bins. 
 
The following figure will illustrate how the GUI looks like in Questa when using the functional 
coverage capabilities of SystemVerilog. The green boxes tell us that the particular bin has been 
fully covered according to the specified goal. In this figure each bin represent that a specific unit 
has received an acknowledge. In this example the 13 first units does have a specific bin, all other 
acknowledgements from the other units will be put in the default bin. The default bin can be used 
to pick-up states that haven’t been explicitly defined, or in other words: it can be used as a 
trashcan. 
 

 
 
The properties that are mostly declared as assertions in the design can be used with the cover-
keyword instead of the assert-keyword, to take usage of the properties as coverpoints. 
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5.3.2 Coverage-driven strategy 

 
The information received in the previous example can then easily and during runtime be used to 
control the random constraint stimuli. As an example there might be a situation were the 
testbench can react  upon the present situation of the coverage database and constraint the 
randomness so that it will not, as in this example, stimulate a request from unit2 any more( bin 

b[2] ) as it already has been tested 6 times and have a 600% coverage. Automated test-benches 
that automatically react on coverage reports, so called reactive testbenches seems very convenient, 
but it might often be harder to design these feedback-testbenches and the overhead in time of 
building it might be longer (not always) than to just read the coverage report manually and set the 
constraints by hand and run another series of tests. 
The following figure illustrates a typical flow when using a random constraint driven and 
functional coverage methodology together; a so called Coverage-driven strategy. 
 
 

 
Figure 19. A Coverage-Driven Strategy. 

 
SystemVerilog comes with a convenient constraint random environment that let the user specify 
random stimuli under certain restrictions. In this way the redundancy that (probably) always 
occurs when running direct tests is reduced. The following figure will somewhat illustrate the 
benefits of running a testbench with constraint random stimuli instead of just write directed tests. 
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Directed tests however might come well in hand when the coverage have reached a high level 
and there is hard for the random generator to pinpoint these “hard to reach” coverage holes. 
 

 
Figure 20. Time savings using constraint random stimuli 

 
 

5.3.3 Formal verification 

 
The ability to run property checking programs on the assertions placed in the design is a positive 
feature that comes with putting the assertions into the design. This type of checking goes under 
the name formal verification, as the software formally proves that the properties will always hold. 
There are basically two types of formal verification; static and dynamic formal verification. 
Static formal verification is without the use of a testbench. The designer takes his design, put in 
the assertions into the design and constraints it according to the specification, to prove the 
properties of the design. Dynamic formal verification is basically a mixture of verifying your 
design with testbench-stimuli and formal proving. 
 
Recently software tools as Synopsys Magellan has appeared that are so called hybrid formal tools. 
These tools use the testbench stimuli to find certain spots in the design where the formal engine 
can start from when to prove the functionality. This method will probably effectively increase the 
coverage percentage. 
 

5.4 Binding SVA to present VHDL designs 
 
There is a convenient method to monitor your VHDL-design using SVA. This method eliminates 
the need to alter the VHDL-code and the assertions are placed separated from the design. This 
makes it easier to get an over all picture of all the assertions instead of when they are integrated 
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in the design. Another advantage of having them outside of the design is that one can have a 
package of prewritten assertions and make them monitor a specific protocol to verify its 
functionality, without the need to integrate them. However, the ability of using assertions as 
comments is lost.[16],[17] 
 
The method for binding the VHDL-file to the assertions is with the use of the SystemVerilog 
bind construct and the method will be presented in the following example: 
 
This is the VHDL code snippet that the assertions will be bound to: 
 
entity unit is 

port ( clk: in std_logic; 

 out: out std_logic; 

… 

architecture rtl of unit is 

… 

signal ctrl: std_logic; 

begin 

… 

end rtl; 

 
This is the program (or module) that the assertions are put into: 
 
program assertions (input X,Y,Z); 

 

sequence seq; 

Z ##2 !Y 

endsequence; 

 

assert property (@(posedge X)  Y |->seq); 

endprogram 

 
Notice that there is no problem to bind to objects outside the vhdl port. i.e signals. To be able to 
connect these two code parts to each other one has to create a wrapper with the use of the bind 
construct: 
 
module 

bind <module/entity or instance name>  <checker name>  <checker 

instance name> <signals>; 

endmodule 

 
 
And the syntax for binding the VHDL entity to the SVA:s in this example is consequently: 
 
module sva_wrapper; 

bind unit assertions binder (.X(clk),.Y(out),.Z(ctrl)); 

endmodule 
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When these programs and modules are done one must finally enable the actual binding in the 
simulator. This can be done by instantiating the sva_wrapper in the top level but the easiest 
method is done simply by loading the desired modules with the additional wrapper into the 
simulator. In Questa this can be done as follows: 
 

vlog *.sv 

vcom *.vhdl 

vsim top sva_wrapper 
 

When there are multiple instances in the design and you want to monitor all of them you simply 
bind them one by one as the following figure illustrates: 

 
 
Figure 21. Binding multiple units to SVA 

 

5.4.1 Binding limitations 

When using Mentor Graphics Questasim version 6.1d there are limitations to what could be 
bound to a VHDL entity. Notice that this is a tool-related issue and other EDA-companies, such 
as Synopsys, have better support when using the bind-construct within the simulator. The data 
types presented in the table are the only ones that are currently supported without the need for 
workarounds in the binding procedure: 

DUT: 

program ALU_props(input ….); 
 
sequence seq; 
Z ##2 !Y 
endsequence; 
 
assert property  
(@(posedge X)  Y |->seq); 
… 
endprogram 

module modulename; 
bind <module/entity or instance name>  
<checker name>  
 <checker instance name> <signals>; 
endmodule 

Module calc_binds; 
bind ALU ALU_props ALU_bind(….); 
bind RAM RAM_props RAM_bind(….); 
bind CPU CPU_props CPU_bind(….); 
endmodule 

program RAM_props(input ….); 
 
sequence seq; 
Z ##2 !Y 
endsequence; 
 
assert property  
(@(posedge X)  Y |->seq); 
… 
endprogram 

program CPU_props(input ….); 
 
sequence seq; 
Z ##2 !Y 
endsequence; 
 
assert property  
(@(posedge X)  Y |->seq); 
… 
endprogram 

 

ALU CPU 

RAM 
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Allowed VHDL types for binding 

bit 

bit_vector 

std_logic 

std_logic_vector 

vl_logic 

vl_logic_vector 

 
 
As mentioned, there are some workarounds that can be applied to bind the Boolean data type and 
the enumerated types that will be presented in the next sections. 
 

5.4.2 Binding the boolean and enumerated vhdl-datatypes 

 
There might be plenty of situations where a designer wants to monitor a finite state machine with 
SVA. Often this fsm is modeled with enumerated types. With Questa you can do this mapping by 
doing as in the following example. 
 
VHDL-file 

.. 

type fsm is (idle,req, ack,burst,done); 

signal state    : fsm; 

signal next_state : fsm; 

.. 

 
SV-file 

 

module props (input clk, input [2:0] state_vec); 

 

typedef enum {idle, req, ack, burst, done} fsm_state; 

 

fsm_state state; 

 

assign state = state_vec;  

 

… 

property checker; 

@(posedge clk) (state == req) |-> ##[3:6]  (state == ack); 

endproperty 

… 

 
In this example fsm declared in the VHDL-file has got 5 states which imply that you need a 3-bit 
vector to map it. 
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In this example it is the state_vec vector. The binding between the two files is made with the bind 
construct in a wrapper as mentioned earlier.  
 
Binding to the VHDL-Boolean datatype is done in a similar way through the declaration of an 
enum bool-type as in the example: 
 
typedef enum {false,true} booltype; 

   booltype  boolean; 

 
Bind the enum to the VHDL-boolean datatype in exactly the same style as with the enumeration 
method and the binding works seamless. 
 

6 SVA on Very Simple Bus 
 
The very simple bus, abbreviated as VSB, is a write only bus that is designed to handle sporadic 
traffic from units that is requesting the bus. The amount of units that can hook into the bus is 
arbitrary but in this test case it is set to handle 25 units. The arbiter has a round robin fashion as 
well as some burst capabilities allowing units to transfer larger amount of data at a time. 
If a unit requests the bus it will eventually get an “ack” from the arbiter and the unit’s data and an 
address are muxed onto the bus. In the same time a write strobe(iVsbWr) is activated telling the 
slaves to listen for their specific address. 
 

 
Figure 22. Overview of the very simple bus. 

 
In the following simulation all the bindings have been carried out as described in the previous 
chapter and when you simulate the design with the wrapper loaded into the simulator the Questa 
workspace will look like this: 
  

... 

VSB 

Unit1 
Unit2 
Unit3 
 
 
 
Unit25 
      clk 
 

 iVsbAddr[7:0] 
 
iVsbData[18:0] 
 
iVsbWr 
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Figure 23. The assertions in the workspace. 

 
 
As you can see in the hierarchical view the vsb_sva_bind module which consists of all the 
assertions exists as a sub-module under the bound design unit. In this case the VSB is instantiated 
in the testbench as DUT. Under the vsb_sva_bind one can see all the assertions that are written in 
the particular file. 
 
When you simulate the design with the wrapper loaded like this it will by default only count 
assertions that failed, as enabling passes slows down simulation accordingly. 
To make Questa count passes you can run the simulator with the following extension: 
 
“vsim testbench sva_wrapper –assertdebug” 

 
Now there is an opportunity in Questa to get a compilation of all the assertions pass and fail 
counts. This view can be found under “view>analysis>assertions.” and looks like this: 
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Figure 24. An overview of the assertion status 

 
In this view one can easily see if there is an assertion that hasn’t even been tested. 
One can also see that the stimulus is reasonable even when it comes to the triggering of the 
assertions. If the –assertdebug extension had been left out, it had shown disabled in the Pass 
column and there had been all zeroes in the Pass Count column. It is always a good practice to 
have the pass count active in the beginning of your verification. Otherwise it might be situations 
were the assertions don’t pass at all and you can’t see it. 
 
The following image is from the simulation of the VSB. The green arrows in the picture are 
representing a successful assertion. As you can see there are 25 different ack_req assertions in the 
bus, one assertion for each unit.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recives ack. (##6) Request bus. 

Higher priority. 

 
Figure 25. Showing the assertions in the wave-window. 
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In this particular figure the assertions visible are designed to become active when a unit has 
requested the bus and passes when it receives an ack. The green lines indicate that the specific 
assertion is active. The ack is expected to arrive in a certain number of clock cycles or the 
assertion will fail. Any failure will be visualized in Questa with a red arrow instead of a green. 
This view verifies that no starvation has occurred on the bus. In this view one can also clearly see 
the priority mechanism that is implemented within the bus. As an example one can take a look at 
the signal ack_req21 which tells us that unit 21 requested the bus at a specific time. In this 
particular simulation the units 3, 4, 8 and 12 each received an ack before unit 21, even though 
they requested it after unit 21 requested it. Unit 21 got it after 6 clock cycles. With this method 
there is accordingly very easy to see any tendencies to starvation and you can by this means stress 
the bus with stimuli to find out its limits very easily. 
 
There are of course more assertions implemented to verify the behavior of the bus.  
All of the assertions that were written for this particular test case are listed and explained 
subsequently in the following section. 
 

6.1 Assertions used when verifying VSB 
 
In the following sections the signal “vsbrqstvec_” is a 25 bit array. Each bit in the array 
represents the request-status of all units on the VSB. A request is done by pulling a units specific 
bit high. The acknowledge procedure is then represented in the same way in the “vsbackvec_” 

array. 

6.2 Monitoring correct idle-behavior  

 
A bus needs to behave in a certain way when there are no units that need the buss. VSB basically 
puts zeroes on the data and the address ports as long as the writestrobe (iVsbWr) is inactive. The 
write strobe should go inactive when there is no units to send ack to. 
The monitoring of this functionality has been divided into two parts. 
The first property checks that when there is no units to send ack to (vsbackvec_=0) then the 
ivsbwr_ signal should be low in the next cycle. 
 
property P_goidlebus;       

@(posedge clk_) 

!vsbackvec_|=>!ivsbwr_; 

endproperty 

 
The second part monitors that when the write strobe goes inactive the data and address payload 
should be zero, and hold that value at least until the write strobe goes high again. This has been 
taken care of with the use of a sequence that monitors the situation when the write strobe goes 
low. 
 
sequence S_idlebus; 

(ivsbaddr_==0 && ivsbdata_==0) throughout (!ivsbwr_); 

endsequence 
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property P_idlebus; 

@(posedge clk_) 

$fell(ivsbwr_)->S_idlebus; 

endproperty 

 

6.3 Monitoring that only one unit gets acknowledge at a time 

  
The following property will ensure that only one unit gets an ack from the arbiter each cycle. 
This can easily be managed with the $onehot0 function described earlier, which is perfectly 
suitable for these kinds of situations. 
 
property P_onehot_ack;       

@(posedge clk_) $onehot0(vsbackvec_); 

endproperty 

 

6.4 Monitoring that each ack sent from the arbiter is a justified ack 

  
Any ack sent by the arbiter without precedence of a request from the specific requesting unit is 
forbidden. The following property ensures that all ack:s being sent out are legitimate. Notice the 
input parameter named unitnr that makes the property generic. The parameter will be provided in 
the assert directive to specify which unit that property should monitor. Also notice the $past 
function which goes “back in time” to check sample values. The property basically checks that if 
an acknowledge occur on the bus then there should have been a request in the previous cycle for 
that specific unit. 
 
 
property P_ValidAck(unitnr); 

@(posedge clk_) 

vsbackvec_[unitnr] |-> ($past(vsbrqstvec_[unitnr],1)); 

endproperty 

   

6.5 Monitoring fairness and starvation 

 
All units that want access to the bus should eventually get access to it. The following property 
ensures that no starvation occurs on the buss. A time interval has been set. These values can 
easily be provided in the assert directive as parameters, but in this case it is set to fail if an 
acknowledge not arrive within 25 clock cycles. 
 
property p_req_ack(unitnr);   

@(posedge clk_) 

($rose(vsbrqstvec_[unitnr])) |-> ##[1:25] vsbackvec_[unitnr];  
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endproperty 

 

6.6 Monitoring that correct data is sent on the bus 

The following parameterized property ensures that the data and address provided by a specific 
unit when using the bus is the same information that also is muxed onto the VSB. It basically 
enables the sequence S_ValidData after the ack goes high. S_ValidData monitors that the 
information being sent is as expected. 
 

 

sequence S_ValidData(unitnr); 

(ivsbdata_== $past(vsbdata[unitnr],1) && ivsbaddr_== 

$past(vsbaddr[unitnr],1)) throughout ivsbwr_; 

endsequence 

 

property P_ValidData(unitnr); 

@(posedge clk_) 

vsbackvec_[unitnr] |-> ##1 S_ValidData(unitnr);  

endproperty 

6.7 Enable the properties as assertions 
 

To make these properties become active as assertions one need the assert keyword as mentioned 
earlier in this chapter. Some of the properties declared had in-parameters; these parameters will 
be provided when the properties are asserted. As VSB, in this test-case is designed for 25 units, to 
cover all units there will be 25 assertions for all properties that had parameters. Other properties 
that didn’t have any in-parameters will simply be proceeded by the assert directive. The 
following shortened list enables the properties as assertions: 
 

validData0: assert property(P_ValidData(0)); 

validData1: assert property(P_ValidData(1)); 

… 

validData24: assert property(P_ValidData(24)); 

 

 

validAck0: assert property(P_ValidAck(0));    

validAck1: assert property(P_ValidAck(1)); 

… 

validAck24: assert property(P_ValidAck(24)); 

 

 

ack_req0: assert property(p_req_ack(0)); 

ack_req1: assert property(p_req_ack(1)); 

… 

ack_req24: assert property(p_req_ack(24)); 

 

idleVSB: assert property(P_idlebus); 
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onehot_ack: assert property(P_onehot_ack);    

goidle: assert property(P_goidlebus); 

     
 

 

 
The language supports the following method that’s make the code more compact as you do not 
need to type all of the 76 assertions line by line. This will also simplify when more units are 
hooked onto the bus, as it only results in increasing the value in the middle expression of the 
generic for-loop.  However, the spontaneous feeling when using this generic method was that for 
some reason the simulation felt slower than when just typing them one-by-one as above.  
 
… 
genvar i; 

generate 

 

for (i=0; i<25; i++) 

begin: generic 

assert property(P_ValidData(i)); 

assert property(P_ValidAck(i)); 

assert property(p_req_ack(i)); 

end 

endgenerate 

 

7 Using SVA on a complete combinational design 
 
The chapter before this chapter introduced the reader in how one could use assertions on busses 
and protocols. In this section a complete combinational part of a design has been tested for how it 
could be verified by assertions. The design monitored with assertion is a shifter-unit that is 
implemented in a BMU in a DSP used at the department.  
 
Monitoring busses and protocols with SVA, like when monitoring the VSB in the previous 
chapter is obviously a convenient way to verify the behavior of a design. As seen, a few 
properties can actually monitor quite a large portion of the VSB.  
 
When it comes to combinational designs, the talent that makes SVA special is somewhat lost. 
Especially is the ability to have control over time lost since no clock is involved. Using 
SystemVerilog with combinational designs is with the use of the assert-directive without the 
property definition. This is, harshly speaking, basically the same as when you write assertions in 
VHDL, with the assert-keyword, except from some syntactical features. 
 
So monitoring this shifter could be done in a few ways. You could introduce a fictive clock and 
monitor the assertions as it actually were a sequential design.  Another way, and the most 
straight-forward for a designer is to bind the VHDL-entity of the design to a SV-module. 
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In this module you can re-write the complete functionality of the design (in this case the shifter) 
in a higher abstraction level with the special constructs of SV, and then simply use immediate 
assertions that checks that the design is responding in the same way as the “golden model”. 
To eliminate potential races between these two models one could use the SystemVerilog clocking 
block feature within the bind procedure or simply add a time-delay before the assertions react. 
The immediate assertions should be placed in an always block so the assertions can be triggered. 
The appendix E. illustrates this procedure of verifying a combinational design.  
In this way the complete functionality of the monitored unit will be checked. This is a traditional 
approach but it works rather convenient as you can use the bind construct to connect to the design 
and use some higher abstraction features of SystemVerilog (classes and objects etc). You don’t 
need to introduce another language such as C++, through a programming interface that 
complicates the process.  
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8 Using SystemVerilog in a typical Ericsson design flow 
 
Introducing SystemVerilog as a design language will probably go rather smooth.  The language 
feels exactly as plain Verilog and is still just a hardware description language. VHDL-designers 
that can “think in hardware” will not have any problem adopting this language in favor of VHDL 
apart from the mandatory syntactical schooling in the starting-up phase. 
 
There is basically no direct difference in how to produce a gate-level Verilog netlist in 
SystemVerilog compared to the same procedure in VHDL. Most tools recognize the language as 
long as the extension of the files is “.sv”. One direct difference though, is the introduction of 
SVA into the design flow. As expressed earlier there might be a learning curve in how and where 
to add suitable assertions in the design, but when in place, they possess a foundation for the 
complete verification process.  
 
The figure presented will illustrate the impact of SystemVerilog in a typical Ericsson design flow. 
 

 
 
Figure 26. SystemVerilog in a typical Ericsson design flow. 

 
 Take notice in the central role of the assertions (SVA). The assertions will be introduced at the 
design entry in the form of in-line checkers or placed in modules(or programs) and bound to the 
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design from the outside. The assertions are exhaustively tested in the RTL simulation phase. 
SystemVerilog provides great possibilities for the designer to use constraint driven random 
stimuli within block-testbenches to stimulate the assertions. 
 
Any failing assertions will be reported and if the error is in the design and not in the assertion 
then the designer rewrites the design-code accordingly. The designer also runs formal verification 
on his block to prove the correctness of the assertions added in the block, this, without the need 
of a testbench. 
 
By now the department is using specman ‘e’ for coverage driven verification on the top test 
bench. SystemVerilog also provides great capabilities for using functional coverage.  All the 
necessary constructs for creating a functional coverage driven environment is supported in the 
language. Using the cover property instead of assert property directive when defining the 
assertions will enable the assertions as cover-points in the design which might be useful in the 
functional coverage verification process.  
 
As illustrated in the design flow, assertions can also be used in the Palladium emulator. 
This is basically done by adding the assertions into (or via bind) the Verilog netlist after synthesis. 
 
As you can see in the figure below, the verification process actually starts much earlier in the 
design flow than with traditional verification, reducing the impact of possible re-spins. The 
designer can with the new testbench and static formal capabilities available in SV apart from 
VHDL, test the design in a much better fashion than before.  

 
 
Figure 27. The designer’s and the verification engineer’s role in the flow. 

 
Traditionally the verification engineer did most of the work verifying designs. 
With the introduction of SVA, and formal tools the verification process is started by the designer. 
The figure above illustrates the designers and the verification engineer’s role in the verification 
process. 
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9 Introduction of SystemVerilog in the design flow 
 
SystemVerilog, as the first HDVL-language, does in fact have the practical capability to replace 
both the hardware description language VHDL and the verification language ‘e’ that are booth 
being used at Ericsson. However, it might be a good idea not to rush into the language and just 
throw all the other languages and methodologies aside. As the language in fact still is not fully 
supported yet among the EDA tool suppliers and even though most of them have good support, it 
can be a good idea to take an incremental approach of introducing SystemVerilog.  There are 
different opinions among the EDA suppliers about how one should adopt the language. Synopsys 
aggressively supports the introduction of a complete design and verification methodology using 
SystemVerilog, while Cadence for instance have a more defensive approach. Apparently this is 
due to their strong support of the ‘e’-language. However, even if there is no defined design subset 
in SystemVerilog the synthesis tools today does support the language so that it easily goes far 
beyond Verilog-2001. A number of features like enums and structs make it comparable to VHDL. 
Other features like interface and specialized procedural blocks and assertions that VHDL lacks 
support of makes the language really useful to adopt and superior to VHDL. 
 
If one should identify some guidelines that will ease the transition from a VHDL/e-environment 
to a SystemVerilog environment the primary recommendation would be to adopt the language as 
a design language in favor of VHDL. As mentioned before there are some nice features that will 
ease parts of the design process significantly. With this comes also the capability of adding 
assertions into the design which enables the verification process to begin earlier in the complete 
design flow. Designers also get hold of a complete new verification environment which they can 
use to generate constrained random stimuli, when they test their blocks. When it comes to top 
level test-benches and other blocks that are being verified by other languages than VHDL it’s 
another story. Ericsson is using ‘e’ to verify the top-levels of the designs. Most of the features 
that one can do in ‘e’ can be done with SystemVerilog and both Mentor and Synopsys have 
literatures and lectures that cover this migration. However, some of the more advanced features 
in SystemVerilog like mailboxes and semaphores are by now not supported in present simulator-
tools like Questa 6.1d. There is also some lack in the support when it comes to functional 
coverage specific constructs of the language (see appendix), so it might be a good idea to not 
throw out verification specific languages too fast. Especially not a language like ‘e’, that has been 
around for a decade and a half and proven strong in verification. On the other hand 
SystemVerilog will have full support from the tool vendors in months and people that don’t have 
the skills in aspect oriented languages like ‘e’ will certainly find use in the verification 
capabilities of SystemVerilog.  
 
So by this means, introducing certain aspects of SystemVerilog in the following order will 
probably be the best and smoothest way to eventually adopt the complete language: 
 

1. Introduce SVA in present VHDL-designs through bindings. 
2. Introduce SystemVerilog as a design language and use features like classes, constrained 

randomization and assertions when verifying smaller designs or blocks. 
3. Introduce SystemVerilog advanced verification features with the use of covergroups,       

coverpoints, inter-process communications etc on the top-level and on larger designs. 
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10 A verification language comparison 
 
This comparison will look into some differences between SystemVerilog and the ‘e’ language. 
As the ‘e’-language is not that widespread among designers, the following section will make a 
minor introduction for the readers that are not familiar to the ‘e’-language.[2],[14],[21],[22],[25], 
 
The name ‘e’ comes from the word “English”. The language itself is a pure functional 
verification language that was created to reduce the time to debug designs in the early 90s. The 
language was pioneered by Verisity, Ltd., which contributed the technology base for the new 
standard to the IEEE so an open e-language standard could be created. Verisity was acquired by 
Cadence Design Systems in April 2005. On March 30, 2006 the language became a standard. 
Cadence reports that there have been more than 5.000 successful tape outs with the e-language. 
 
As ‘e’ is strictly a verification language this chapter will only consider the parts of SystemVerilog 
that can be used for testbenching and verification. First of all, ‘e’ is a aspect oriented 
programming(AOP) language while SystemVerilog is a object oriented programming(OOP) 
language. That’s basically were the big difference is. Talking about SV vs ‘e’ is principally a 
discussion of OOP vs AOP. AOP is essentially a superset of OOP. There are several viewpoints 
in this matter and apparently, according to the author of this thesis research, it is also a broad 
difference in preference of any of these two programming paradigms among the biggest EDA-
vendors, when it comes to functional verification. 
 
However, a great benefit of the aspect oriented ‘e’ language is the capability of reuse. 
This automatically comes with the AOP paradigm as one can extend objects and structures “on 
the fly” sort of speak. An example in the form of a typical bus-based verification environment 
will be addressed to pinpoint the reusability of ‘e’. 
 
 

 
Figure 28. A typical bus based environment. 

 
Let’s say this DUT can read and write on the bus by placing data and address on it. A test case 
that sends 10 transactions with a constrained address space to the DUT might look similar to the 
following code snippets: 
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The struct transaction and the unit agent are both extended with constraints as can be seen in the 
right most code snippet. Let’s say that the next version of the DUT has support for bursts types of 
command. It is now a pretty simple task to implement this feature in the testbench by the use of 
the aspect oriented architecture of the language. The following file can be loaded into the 
environment together with the base objects to support the new DUT: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

type command_t: [READ, 

WRITE]; 

 

struct transaction { 

command: command_t; 

address: uint; 

data: list of uint(bits: 

64); 

}; 

unit agent { 

  !cur_trans: transaction; 

  num_of_trans: uint; 

  trans_delay: uint; 

  keep soft trans_delay <= 

100; 

  drive_bus() @clk is { 

      for i from 1 to 

num_of_trans { 

      gen cur_trans; 

      send(cur_trans); 

      wait [trans_delay]; 

    }; 

  }; 

}; 

 

extend 

transaction { 

keep address in 

[0xF0..0xFF]; 

}; 

extend agent { 

keep num_of_trans 

== 10; 

}; 

 

extend command_t: [BURST]; 

 

extend transaction { 

 when BURST transaction { 

   burst_size: uint; 

   keep burst_size in 

[4,8,16,32,64]; 

   keep data.size() == 

burst_size; 

   }; 

}; 
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The when inheritance construct is typical for AOP, which lets the code designer add specific 
constraints to the random generation when, as in this case, the BURST command is active.  
 
Many critics of ‘e’ means that this type of coding can lead to some sort of “spaghetti code” where 
it takes a lot more effort to understand how things is fit together in the code than ordinary clean 
OOP where the overview is better. The fact that everything is sort of public in ‘e’ is also a 
drawback compared to system Verilog where one can encapsulate and protect the data more 
easily. SystemVerilog provides pure OOP paradigm but does also provide some specialties for 
emulating some of the nice features of AOP even though the code writer must be more cautious.  
 
Methods in ‘e’ can for instance be modified with the extensions:  is also, is first or is only. These 
extensions are used to prepend, append or completely change the functionality of a specific ‘e’-
method. In SystemVerilog these ‘e’ specific features can be implemented even though they 
require some extra effort to achieve the same functionality. The following code snippet is an 
extraction from the SV-LRM (section 11.13) that addresses the issue of override methods in a 
similar fashion as the is only ‘e’-feature. First, a class named Packet is declared, with some 
members having specified values. Then a LinkedPacked is declared that inherits, and even 
overrides the Packet class members. “lp” is a LinkedPacked object created. 
 
class Packet; 

  integer i = 1; 

  function integer get(); 

    get = i; 

  endfunction 

endclass 

 

class LinkedPacket extends Packet; 

    integer i = 2; 

    function integer get(); 

     get = -i; 

    endfunction 

endclass 

 

LinkedPacket lp = new; 

Packet p = lp; 

j = p.i; // j = 1, not 2 

j = p.get(); // j = 1, not -1 or –2 

 

The extends construct can be used in SV to modify and override classes and methods. 
To implement the is also and is first functionality in SV one can take use of a so called virtual 
hook method which can be read more about in Mentors and Synopsys  publication “eScape to 

SystemVerilog”[30]. This was one example on how one could take use of SystemVerilog features 
to do basically the same things as the ‘e’ code does. As the difference between OOP and AOP is 
apparent, there are no possibilities to translate between SV and ‘e’ straight of; instead, it is a 
question of migration where some ‘e’-specific methods that accomplish one thing must be used 
with a complete different approach in SV to accomplish the same thing. 
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10.1 Infinity minus. 

 
Another feature of e that is not in the scope of SV is the so called “infinity minus” concept. 
It basically means that everything is random by default in ‘e’, which is the opposite from SV 
were you have to declare each variable that shall be random. Cadence means that this feature of 
letting every variable to be random from the start provides better exploration of the state space 
and reveals unimagined corner-cases and reduces the test writing time. They basically suggest 
that some variables should in fact be random to increase the coverage, even though the code 
writer didn’t think of it or simply forgot it, and by this means the infinity minus concept 
eliminates that risk.  
 

10.2 Cadence is the only ‘e’ provider 

 
A fundamental aspect that makes e more vulnerable is the fact that it is only Cadence that 
supports this language even though it was newly ratified as a standard. Cadence is, however 
aggressively investing in the ‘e’ language and they support areas like eduation, research and 
developers programs around the world.  Some of their future ‘e’ based softwares are Trailblazer 
and Verisity inside. According to cadence the ‘e’-usage has increased every year since it was 
introduced and the number of Specman licenses has increased from about 15.000 licenses in 2003 
to over 64.000 licenses today. 
 

11 Tool Maturity 
 
This chapter will give the reader information about the present status when it comes to the tool 
maturity regarding SystemVerilog constructs and methods. This maturity evaluation covers the 
following  SystemVerilog related tools: 
 

• Mentor Graphics QuestaSim 6.1d    (jan 2006) 

• Synopsys Design Compiler version 2005.09-SP2  (jan 2006 - synthesis)  
 

11.1 Mentor Graphics QuestaSim 6.1d 
 
When it comes to QuestaSim’s supported constructs a special compendium has been compiled. 
This compendium can be seen in the appendix, ( Mentor Graphics QuestaSim 6.1d SystemVerilog 

support).  The compendium is assembled with the SV-LRM as a reference. The page-numbers 
seen are the page numbers of the actual section in the LRM. The information of the document has 
been gathered from the following sources: 
 
1. Mentor Grahics supportnet. 
2. QuestaSim 6.1 user manuals. 
3. Manually directed tests. 
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A selection of what is not supported might be: 

• The ‘event’ type. 

• The ‘const’ type. 

• Array manipulation methods 

• Multiple clocks in assertions. 

• Signal aliasing 

• Operator overloading. 

• selection statements (unique & priority) 

• Inter-process communication (mailboxes & semaphores) 
 
In the compilation one can see that 132 topics out of 197 possible topics are supported according 
to the LRM. 

11.2 Synopsys Design Compiler 2005.09-SP2 

 
When it comes to design compiler, there is of course another scope of what should be tested 
compared to the simulator. As mentioned in the chapter “How SystemVerilog aid in the design 
process” there is no actual standard of what should be synthesized. The methods and constructs 
presented in that chapter are basically the present DC support. Nevertheless, a summation of the 
present synthesis support will be presented with tables subsequently. 
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11.2.1 Synthesizable keywords of SystemVerilog  

 

always_comb endinterface priority 
always_ff enum return 
always_latch import shortint 
bit int struct 
break interface typedef 
byte logic union 
const longint unique 
continue modport void 
do packed  

 

11.2.2 Synthesizable SystemVerilog built-in tasks 

 
$bits $increment $right 
$dimensions $left $size 
$high $low $unit 

 

11.2.3 Keywords that are supported but parsed and ignored by DC 

 

assert endclass local 
assume endclocking package 
before endgroup program 
bind endpackage property 
bins endprogram protected 
binsof endproperty sequence 
class endsequence super 
clocking extends timeprecision 
constraint final timeunit 
cover first_match this 
coverpoint intersect var 
covergroup ignore_bins throughout 
cross Illegal_bins within 
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11.2.4 Unsupported keywords 
 

Other keywords that are not mentioned in these tables are not supported in DC.  Using 
unsupported keywords in DC will result in that the tool reports error and terminates.  
 
Example of keywords that produces error might be: 
 
alias,chandle,context,dist,expect,export,extern,foreach,inside,new,null,pure,shortreal,static,solve,

string,tagged,virtual,wait_order and with. 

  
To prevent these errors, wrap the erroneous construct as follows: 
 
` ifndef SYNTHESIS 

< constructs> 

` endif 
 

11.3 About the present SystemVerilog support 

 
The two tables that describe the synthesis subset of SystemVerilog don’t look much when you 
think about the 570 page SV-LRM, but most of these keywords are a real aid in the design 
process and will surely be utilized in the coding process. Also notice that the tables present SV-
specific keywords only, so all constructs defined in plain Verilog has been ignored. 
 
The overall conclusion is that SystemVerilog is rather well supported by the design tools, when it 
comes to SV-features that are synthesizable. All the fundamental constructs like, interface, structs, 
enums have been implemented and can be used in a design flow. One shall bring to mind that 
SystemVerilog is an extension of Verilog which has been around for many years so the language 
as itself has a solid base to stand upon. Moreover, since most of the SystemVerilog extensions 
come from proven technology in commercial software tools, you even might have been using 
portions of SystemVerilog in designs, just under the guise of other proprietary names.  
 
There are, on the other hand, some nice features in the standard that are not implemented in the 
tools yet, and they are certainly not finished with the implementation phase. As an example does 
Design Compiler presently not support package and import constructs which greatly improves 
design reusability. Questa, as mentioned, currently ignores keywords like const, priority and 
unique and haven’t implemented anything from section 13 in the SV_LRM in the evaluated 
version. (Interprocess communications.)   
 
So at the writing of this thesis, there is indeed, some incompleteness under the hood. Still, 
looking back to previous version of the tools, one can notice a great speed of implementing SV 
constructs so it will not take long until most of the SV-standard is supported in the simulation 
tools. There might also be (hopefully) a unified design subset in the future so the portability of 
the code between different tool-vendors improves. 
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12 Conclusions 
 
With SystemVerilog comes an enhanced design-subset compared to plain Verilog. 
New constructs like structs and enums etc already exist in the VHDL-language. These convenient 
features have now been added in SystemVerilog taking it to the same design language level. But 
there is more to SystemVerilog that makes it go beyond VHDL when talking about design 
language potentials. The Interface-construct and embedded verification capabilities are definitely 
such synthesizable features.  
 
Moreover, SystemVerilog does provide a huge set of extensions when it comes to verification. 
SystemVerilog enables constraint driven verification, functional verification, and other important 
and advanced methodologies that greatly improve the verification process compared to traditional 
black-box verification. SVA offer the capability of writing advanced assertions in just a few lines 
and designers get hold of much better testbench-capabilities for testing their blocks in forms of 
constraint random stimuli etc. than what was available in VHDL. SystemVerilog opens up for the 
verification process to start earlier in the design flow with the introduction of static formal 
methods.  The author’s opinion is therefore, that SystemVerilog is definitely ready to be used and 
should be adopted by a company such as Ericsson as early as possible.  
 
Introducing SystemVerilog in the Ericsson design flow has no reason not to go smoothly. There 
is no actual change in the design flow, but the language change itself and apart from the 
methodologies that comes with the introduction of SVA. 
 
Using SVA on present VHDL design can easily be done with the use of the bind-construct.   
With that method the assertions can be placed in a different module and connected to the design. 
However, the bind capability in QuestaSim possesses some feature limitations. At present there is 
no method to bind VHDL datatypes such as integers and other user defined datatypes with that 
particular simulator. Nevertheless is the integration seamless when supported datatypes are used, 
and one can easily verify present VHDL-designs with ABV-methodologies. SVA is outstanding 
for verifying buses, protocols and other sequences that span over time. Combinational designs are 
property checked with immediate assertions. These assertions works basically the same as the 
VHDL:s assert keyword. 
 
The tool maturity when it comes to SystemVerilog specific constructs is rather well supported. 
Most of the things that can be statically determined at elaboration time and is within a possible 
synthesizable scope can be synthesized. There are some few methods and constructs that are still 
unsupported in Design Compiler that could be synthesizable. Packages are definitely such a thing. 
When talking about the QuestaSim support the evaluation done by the author of this thesis says 
that roughly 130 topics in the language reference manual out of 197 are fully supported by the 
tool. Unsupported features might be semaphores, mailboxes and operator-overloading to name a 
few. 
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SystemVerilog compared to the pure verification language ‘e’ is basically a comparison between 
aspect orientation (‘e’) and object orientation (SV). Everything that can be done in ‘e’, can be 
done in SystemVerilog, but in a different way. That’s why EDA vendors say “migration” instead 
of “translation” when talking about changing verification languages. The aspect oriented nature 
of ‘e’ gives it an advantage when it comes to code-reuse. On the other hand is the ‘e’-language a 
language extra to learn and by now only supported by Cadence. Nevertheless, ‘e’ has been 
proven strong in verification and it might seem prudent not to throw away a successful concept 
too soon and too fast even if SystemVerilog has the practical capabilities of replacing ‘e’ as a 
verification language.  
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14 Appendix A: Mentor Graphics Questasim 6.1d 
SystemVerilog support 

 
The following pages consider the support of SystemVerilog features implemented in Mentor 
Graphics QuestaSim 6.1d. The information has been collected from the following sources: 
 
1. Mentor Graphics supportnet. 
2. QuestaSim user manuals. 
3. Manually directed tests. 
 
The information is presented with the SystemVerilog Language Reference Manual (LRM)  
as a reference. Before each section in the LRM an icon is indicating the present support of that 
specific feature. This tool evaluation considers the sections 1-23 in the SV-LRM only. VPI, DPI 
and compiler directives are accordingly not addressed in this evaluation. The page numbers listed 
in the right margin are the page number for the corresponding section in the LRM. 
 
The following icons appear: 
 
 

 

 

   Section supported according to the SystemVerilog LRM.  
 

  This sign means that the particular section is not implemented in the tool. The use 
of this feature results in a syntax error or a warning message that says that the 
feature is not supported. 

 This sign means that the section is supported but possesses feature limitations. 
More information about specific support issues regarding a particular section can 
be found in this document. 

 This sign means that the section is informative and doesn’t contain any specific 
language features or constructs. 
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Sections tagged with the warning icon 

 
This chapter contains specific information about the sections that have been tagged with the 
warning (  ) icon. The sections are presented in numeric order and they describe the present tool 
limitations.  
 

5.3 Constants 

Constants are treated as variables as the const-keyword is ignored. 

5.4 Variables  

There is no support in initializing a variable in the same time as declaring it before any 
procedural block. 

5.5 Scope and lifetime 

Automatic variables is not supported in always/initial blocks. 

7.15 Tagged union expressions and member access 

Void members are not supported 

7.20 Set membership 

Wild card semantic of inside operator in a constraint is not supported. 

8.5 Loop statements  

There is no support for more than one variable in a for-loop. 

10.4 Task and function argument passing  

There is no support for default values in the input arguments. 

11.4 Objects (class instance) 

There is no support for nesting class declaration. 

11.7 Constructors  

Copy constructor is not supported. 

11.17 Data hiding and encapsulation  

local & protected keywords ignored with no enforcement 

11.19 Abstract classes and virtual methods  

Abstract classes are not supported. 

11.26 Memory management  

Circular references are not garbage collected. 
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12.3 Random variables  

Weak randc value generation has been reported. 
randc generation improvements scheduled for future release. 

12.4 Constraint blocks  

No support for external definition of named constraints. 
Associative arrays with non-integral indices in constraint expressions are not supported. 

15.2 Clocking block declaration  

Hierarchical expressions & edge qualifiers on ports not supported. 

17.7 Sequence operations  

“Matched”- method is not implemented. 
local variables in endpoints is not supported. 

17.15 Binding properties to scopes or instances 

binding with name references is supported only. 

18.3 Compilation unit support  

Treating each file as a separate unit is not supported. 

20.2 Defining the coverage model: covergroup 

No support for @@ sampling. 
No support with clocking block. 
No support for bins in the wave window. (Separate window) 
No support for checkpoint and restore. 
No strobe option. 
No support for covergroup variables as hierarchical references. 

20.4 Defining coverage points  

No support for default bins with [] 
No support for wildcard bins 
No support for $ 

20.5 Defining cross coverage 

supported only in the simplest form: cross cp1,cp2,cp3; 

20.6 Specifying coverage options  

No support for option.detect_overlap. 
No support for type_option.strobe. 
No support for cross_auto_bin_max. 
No support for cross_num_print_missing. 

22.2 Libraries  

Configuration does not support interfaces. 
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15 Appendix B:  Assertions and wrapper for verifying VSB  
 
module sva_wrapper; 

    bind vsbIf vsb_assert vsb_sva_bind //(vhdl entity, SV-assert 

module, bind-name) 

     

    (.clk_(clk),//port map 

    .ireset_n_(ireset_n), 

    .ivsbwr_(ivsbwr), 

    .ivsbdata_(ivsbdata), 

    .ivsbaddr_(ivsbaddr), 

    .vsbrqstvec_(vsbrqstvec), 

    .vsbackvec_(vsbackvec), 

    .vsbWrdataVector0_(vsbwrdatavec0), 

    .vsbWrdataVector1_(vsbwrdatavec1), 

    .vsbWrdataVector2_(vsbwrdatavec2), 

    .vsbWrdataVector3_(vsbwrdatavec3), 

    .vsbWrdataVector4_(vsbwrdatavec4), 

    .vsbWrdataVector5_(vsbwrdatavec5), 

    .vsbWrdataVector6_(vsbwrdatavec6), 

    .vsbWrdataVector7_(vsbwrdatavec7), 

    .vsbWrdataVector8_(vsbwrdatavec8), 

    .vsbWrdataVector9_(vsbwrdatavec9), 

    .vsbWrdataVector10_(vsbwrdatavec10), 

    .vsbWrdataVector11_(vsbwrdatavec11), 

    .vsbWrdataVector12_(vsbwrdatavec12), 

    .vsbWrdataVector13_(vsbwrdatavec13), 

    .vsbWrdataVector14_(vsbwrdatavec14), 

    .vsbWrdataVector15_(vsbwrdatavec15), 

    .vsbWrdataVector16_(vsbwrdatavec16), 

    .vsbWrdataVector17_(vsbwrdatavec17), 

    .vsbWrdataVector18_(vsbwrdatavec18), 

    .vsbWrdataVector19_(vsbwrdatavec19), 

    .vsbWrdataVector20_(vsbwrdatavec20), 

    .vsbWrdataVector21_(vsbwrdatavec21), 

    .vsbWrdataVector22_(vsbwrdatavec22), 

    .vsbWrdataVector23_(vsbwrdatavec23), 

    .vsbWrdataVector24_(vsbwrdatavec24), 

    .vsbaddrVec0_(vsbaddrvec0), 

    .vsbaddrVec1_(vsbaddrvec1), 

    .vsbaddrVec2_(vsbaddrvec2), 

    .vsbaddrVec3_(vsbaddrvec3), 

    .vsbaddrVec4_(vsbaddrvec4), 

    .vsbaddrVec5_(vsbaddrvec5), 

    .vsbaddrVec6_(vsbaddrvec6), 

    .vsbaddrVec7_(vsbaddrvec7), 

    .vsbaddrVec8_(vsbaddrvec8), 
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    .vsbaddrVec9_(vsbaddrvec9), 

    .vsbaddrVec10_(vsbaddrvec10), 

    .vsbaddrVec11_(vsbaddrvec11), 

    .vsbaddrVec12_(vsbaddrvec12), 

    .vsbaddrVec13_(vsbaddrvec13), 

    .vsbaddrVec14_(vsbaddrvec14), 

    .vsbaddrVec15_(vsbaddrvec15), 

    .vsbaddrVec16_(vsbaddrvec16), 

    .vsbaddrVec17_(vsbaddrvec17), 

    .vsbaddrVec18_(vsbaddrvec18), 

    .vsbaddrVec19_(vsbaddrvec19), 

    .vsbaddrVec20_(vsbaddrvec20), 

    .vsbaddrVec21_(vsbaddrvec21), 

    .vsbaddrVec22_(vsbaddrvec22), 

    .vsbaddrVec23_(vsbaddrvec23), 

    .vsbaddrVec24_(vsbaddrvec24)); 

endmodule 

 

 

 

module vsb_assert(input clk_, 

ireset_n_, 

ivsbwr_, 

input [18:0] ivsbdata_, 

vsbWrdataVector0_,vsbWrdataVector1_, 

vsbWrdataVector2_,vsbWrdataVector3_, 

vsbWrdataVector4_,vsbWrdataVector5_,vsbWrdataVector6_, 

vsbWrdataVector7_,vsbWrdataVector8_,vsbWrdataVector9_,vsbWrdataVe

ctor10_, 

vsbWrdataVector11_,vsbWrdataVector12_,vsbWrdataVector13_,vsbWrdat

aVector14_, 

vsbWrdataVector15_,vsbWrdataVector16_,vsbWrdataVector17_,vsbWrdat

aVector18_, 

vsbWrdataVector19_,vsbWrdataVector20_,vsbWrdataVector21_,vsbWrdat

aVector22_, 

vsbWrdataVector23_,vsbWrdataVector24_, 

input [7:0] ivsbaddr_,vsbaddrVec0_,vsbaddrVec1_,vsbaddrVec2_, 

    vsbaddrVec3_,vsbaddrVec4_,vsbaddrVec5_,vsbaddrVec6_, 

    vsbaddrVec7_,vsbaddrVec8_,vsbaddrVec9_,vsbaddrVec10_, 

    vsbaddrVec11_,vsbaddrVec12_,vsbaddrVec13_,vsbaddrVec14_, 

    vsbaddrVec15_,vsbaddrVec16_,vsbaddrVec17_,vsbaddrVec18_, 

    vsbaddrVec19_,vsbaddrVec20_,vsbaddrVec21_,vsbaddrVec22_, 

    vsbaddrVec23_,vsbaddrVec24_, 

 

input [24:0] vsbrqstvec_,vsbackvec_); 

 

//make vsbdata array 
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logic [18:0] vsbdata [25]; 

assign 

vsbdata='{ vsbWrdataVector0_,vsbWrdataVector1_,vsbWrdataVector2_, 

vsbWrdataVector3_,vsbWrdataVector4_,vsbWrdataVector5_,vsbWrdataVe

ctor6_, 

vsbWrdataVector7_,vsbWrdataVector8_,vsbWrdataVector9_,vsbWrdataVe

ctor10_, 

vsbWrdataVector11_,vsbWrdataVector12_,vsbWrdataVector13_,vsbWrdat

aVector14_, 

vsbWrdataVector15_,vsbWrdataVector16_,vsbWrdataVector17_,vsbWrdat

aVector18_, 

vsbWrdataVector19_,vsbWrdataVector20_,vsbWrdataVector21_,vsbWrdat

aVector22_, 

vsbWrdataVector23_,vsbWrdataVector24_}; 

//make vsbaddr array 

logic [7:0] vsbaddr [25]; 

assign vsbaddr='{ vsbaddrVec0_,vsbaddrVec1_,vsbaddrVec2_, 

vsbaddrVec3_,vsbaddrVec4_,vsbaddrVec5_,vsbaddrVec6_, 

vsbaddrVec7_,vsbaddrVec8_,vsbaddrVec9_,vsbaddrVec10_, 

vsbaddrVec11_,vsbaddrVec12_,vsbaddrVec13_,vsbaddrVec14_, 

vsbaddrVec15_,vsbaddrVec16_,vsbaddrVec17_,vsbaddrVec18_, 

vsbaddrVec19_,vsbaddrVec20_,vsbaddrVec21_,vsbaddrVec22_, 

vsbaddrVec23_,vsbaddrVec24_}; 

 

 

 

//-------------Properties and sequences --------- 

sequence S_idlebus;//while ivsbwr_ is low data & adress outputs 

should be zero. 

(ivsbaddr_==0 && ivsbdata_==0) throughout (!ivsbwr_); 

endsequence 

 

sequence S_ValidData(unitnr);//while ivsbwr_ is high the intended 

d&a are on bus. 

(ivsbdata_== $past(vsbdata[unitnr],1) && ivsbaddr_== 

$past(vsbaddr[unitnr],1)) throughout ivsbwr_; 

endsequence 

 

property P_idlebus;//while ivsbwr_ is low data & adress outputs 

should be zero. 

@(posedge clk_) 

$fell(ivsbwr_)->S_idlebus; 

endproperty 

 

property P_goidlebus;      //no ack to snd? -> go idle in next 

cyc. 

@(posedge clk_) 
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!vsbackvec_|=>!ivsbwr_; 

endproperty 

 

property p_req_ack(unitnr); //all units that request the bus 

should get an ack in 25 cyc.  

@(posedge clk_) 

($rose(vsbrqstvec_[unitnr])) |-> ##[1:25] vsbackvec_[unitnr];  

endproperty 

 

property P_ValidAck(unitnr);//no ack without preceding request. 

@(posedge clk_) 

vsbackvec_[unitnr] |-> ($past(vsbrqstvec_[unitnr],1)==1'b1); 

endproperty 

 

//ack for unit => units data & adress on bus 1 cyc later. 

property P_ValidData(unitnr); 

@(posedge clk_) 

vsbackvec_[unitnr] |-> ##1 S_ValidData(unitnr);  

endproperty 

 

property P_onehot_ack;  //only one unit can recieve ack at a time. 

@(posedge clk_) $onehot0(vsbackvec_); 

endproperty 

 

//assertion activation. 

 

validData0: assert property(P_ValidData(0));//chk if data & 

address are the intended. 

validData1: assert property(P_ValidData(1)); 

validData2: assert property(P_ValidData(2)); 

validData3: assert property(P_ValidData(3)); 

validData4: assert property(P_ValidData(4)); 

validData5: assert property(P_ValidData(5)); 

validData6: assert property(P_ValidData(6)); 

validData7: assert property(P_ValidData(7)); 

validData8: assert property(P_ValidData(8)); 

validData9: assert property(P_ValidData(9)); 

validData10: assert property(P_ValidData(10)); 

validData11: assert property(P_ValidData(11)); 

validData12: assert property(P_ValidData(12)); 

validData13: assert property(P_ValidData(13)); 

validData14: assert property(P_ValidData(14)); 

validData15: assert property(P_ValidData(15)); 

validData16: assert property(P_ValidData(16)); 

validData17: assert property(P_ValidData(17)); 

validData18: assert property(P_ValidData(18)); 

validData19: assert property(P_ValidData(19)); 
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validData20: assert property(P_ValidData(20)); 

validData21: assert property(P_ValidData(21)); 

validData22: assert property(P_ValidData(22)); 

validData23: assert property(P_ValidData(23)); 

validData24: assert property(P_ValidData(24)); 

 

//chk that each ack comes from a req. 

 

validAck0: assert property(P_ValidAck(0));    

validAck1: assert property(P_ValidAck(1)); 

validAck2: assert property(P_ValidAck(2)); 

validAck3: assert property(P_ValidAck(3)); 

validAck4: assert property(P_ValidAck(4)); 

validAck5: assert property(P_ValidAck(5)); 

validAck6: assert property(P_ValidAck(6)); 

validAck7: assert property(P_ValidAck(7)); 

validAck8: assert property(P_ValidAck(8)); 

validAck9: assert property(P_ValidAck(9)); 

validAck10: assert property(P_ValidAck(10)); 

validAck11: assert property(P_ValidAck(11)); 

validAck12: assert property(P_ValidAck(12)); 

validAck13: assert property(P_ValidAck(13)); 

validAck14: assert property(P_ValidAck(14)); 

validAck15: assert property(P_ValidAck(15)); 

validAck16: assert property(P_ValidAck(16)); 

validAck17: assert property(P_ValidAck(17)); 

validAck18: assert property(P_ValidAck(18)); 

validAck19: assert property(P_ValidAck(19)); 

validAck20: assert property(P_ValidAck(20)); 

validAck21: assert property(P_ValidAck(21)); 

validAck22: assert property(P_ValidAck(22)); 

validAck23: assert property(P_ValidAck(23)); 

validAck24: assert property(P_ValidAck(24)); 

 

//chk that each req eventually gets an ack. 

 

ack_req0: assert property(p_req_ack(0));          

ack_req1: assert property(p_req_ack(1)); 

ack_req2: assert property(p_req_ack(2)); 

ack_req3: assert property(p_req_ack(3)); 

ack_req4: assert property(p_req_ack(4)); 

ack_req5: assert property(p_req_ack(5)); 

ack_req6: assert property(p_req_ack(6)); 

ack_req7: assert property(p_req_ack(7)); 

ack_req8: assert property(p_req_ack(8)); 

ack_req9: assert property(p_req_ack(9)); 

ack_req10: assert property(p_req_ack(10)); 
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ack_req11: assert property(p_req_ack(11)); 

ack_req12: assert property(p_req_ack(12)); 

ack_req13: assert property(p_req_ack(13)); 

ack_req14: assert property(p_req_ack(14)); 

ack_req15: assert property(p_req_ack(15)); 

ack_req16: assert property(p_req_ack(16)); 

ack_req17: assert property(p_req_ack(17)); 

ack_req18: assert property(p_req_ack(18)); 

ack_req19: assert property(p_req_ack(19)); 

ack_req20: assert property(p_req_ack(20)); 

ack_req21: assert property(p_req_ack(21)); 

ack_req22: assert property(p_req_ack(22)); 

ack_req23: assert property(p_req_ack(23)); 

ack_req24: assert property(p_req_ack(24)); 

 

//chk that VSB is all zero when !wrstrobe. 

idleVSB: assert property(P_idlebus); 

  

//ensures that only one unit at a time recieves ack. 

onehot_ack: assert property(P_onehot_ack); 

    

goidle: assert property(P_goidlebus); 

 

/*     

genvar i;  //simulation runs slower with this in Questa(?)  

generate 

 

for (i=0; i<25; i++) 

begin: generic 

assert property(P_ValidData(i)); 

assert property(P_ValidAck(i)); 

assert property(p_req_ack(i)); 

end 

endgenerate 

*/ 

endmodule 
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16 Appendix C: FFT CODE  
 
 

module adrgen #(parameter NSize=64,parameter NrofStages=6) 

(input nxtadr,reset, 

output logic[0:NrofStages-1] I_out,L_out, 

output logic[0:NrofStages-2] TWA_out, 

output logic done); 

 

localparam NSizehalf=NSize/2; 

logic [0:NrofStages-1] stagecnt,grpcnt,N,I; 

logic [0:NrofStages-2] TWA; 

logic [0:2] stage;  //3 bits->7stages, 4bits->15stages 

 

assign I_out=I; 

assign L_out=I+N; 

assign TWA_out=TWA; 

 

always_ff @(posedge nxtadr or posedge reset)begin 

    if (reset) begin 

N=NSizehalf;stage=0;grpcnt=0;stagecnt=0;I=0;TWA=0;done=0;end 

    else begin     

       stagecnt++; 

       grpcnt++; 

       I++; 

       TWA+=2**stage;//shifting 

       if (stagecnt==NSizehalf) begin 

stage++;N>>=1;I=0;grpcnt=0;stagecnt=0;TWA=0;end 

       if (grpcnt==N)  begin grpcnt=0;I+=N;TWA=0;end 

       if (N==0) done=1; else done=0; 

   end 

end 

     

endmodule 

//$unit declarations------------ 

 

typedef struct { 

logic signed [0:15] r,i;  

} Complex; 

 

function automatic Complex add(Complex a, b); 

   add.r = a.r+b.r;  //no scaling(overflow) implemented  

   add.i = a.i+b.i;   //I_new=I_old+L_old. 

endfunction 

 

function automatic Complex sub(Complex a, b); 

   sub.r = a.r-b.r; 
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   sub.i = a.i-b.i; 

endfunction 

 

function automatic Complex mul(Complex a, b); 

   logic[0:30] temp,temp2; 

   temp=(a.r*b.r)-(a.i*b.i); 

   temp2=(a.r*b.i)+(a.i*b.r); 

   mul.r =signed'(temp[0:15]+temp[16]); 

   mul.i =signed'(temp2[0:15]+temp2[16]);    

endfunction 

 

interface i_f; 

 

 logic cs,we; 

 logic[0:6]  adr; 

 logic[0:31] memout,memin; 

 

modport RAM       (input adr,memin,cs,we,output memout); 

modport fft_RAM   (output adr,memin,cs,we,input memout); 

modport ROM       (input adr,cs,we,output memout); 

modport fft_ROM   (output adr,cs,we,input memout); 

endinterface 

 

//end of $unit declarations------------ 

 

module butterfly( 

input Complex Ic,Lc,TWc, 

output Complex Ic_new,Lc_new); 

   

always_comb begin        

   Ic_new<=add(Ic,Lc);//butterfly calcs. 

   Lc_new<=mul(sub(Ic,Lc),TWc); 

   end 

endmodule 

 

 

module fftctrl #(parameter NSize=64,NrofStages=6) 

(input logic clk,reset,start, 

output logic done,i_f.fft_RAM ram,i_f.fft_ROM rom); 

 

Complex Ic,Lc,TWc,Ic_new,Lc_new; 

 

logic nxt_btrfly; 

logic[0:NrofStages-1] Iadr,Ladr; 

logic[0:NrofStages-2] TWadr; 

 

enum logic [2:0]{idle,c[5]} fftstate; 
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    adrgen #(NSize,NrofStages) 

ADRGEN_INST(nxt_btrfly,reset,Iadr,Ladr,TWadr,done); 

    butterfly BTRFLY_INST(.*); 

 

   assign ram.cs=0; 

   assign rom.cs=0; 

   assign rom.we=1;//always read. 

   assign TWc.r=rom.memout[0:15]; 

   assign TWc.i=rom.memout[16:31]; 

         

  always_ff @(posedge clk) begin    

     if(reset || done) begin fftstate=idle;nxt_btrfly=0;end 

      else unique case(fftstate) 

      idle:begin 

          nxt_btrfly=0; 

          ram.we=1;//read 

          ram.adr=Iadr; 

          rom.adr=TWadr; 

          if (start) fftstate=c0;else fftstate=idle;end 

       c0:begin 

          nxt_btrfly=0; 

          ram.we=1;//read 

          Ic.r=ram.memout[0:15]; 

          Ic.i=ram.memout[16:31]; 

          ram.adr=Ladr; 

          fftstate=c1;end 

       c1:begin 

          nxt_btrfly=0; 

          ram.we=1;//read 

          Lc.r=ram.memout[0:15]; 

          Lc.i=ram.memout[16:31]; 

          ram.adr=Iadr; 

          fftstate=c2;end 

      c2:begin 

          nxt_btrfly=0; 

          ram.we=0;//write 

          ram.memin[0:15]=Ic_new.r; 

          ram.memin[16:31]=Ic_new.i; 

          ram.adr=Ladr; 

          fftstate=c3;end 

      c3:begin 

          nxt_btrfly=1; 

          ram.we=0; //write 

          ram.memin[0:15]=Lc_new.r; 

          ram.memin[16:31]=Lc_new.i; 

          ram.adr=Iadr; 
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          fftstate=c4;end 

      c4:begin 

          nxt_btrfly=0; 

          ram.we=1;//read 

          Ic.r=ram.memout[0:15]; 

          Ic.i=ram.memout[16:31]; 

          ram.adr=Iadr; 

          rom.adr=TWadr; 

          fftstate = c0;end                        

  endcase 

end 

 

endmodule 

 

module RAM(i_f.RAM ram); //only port in synthesis 

  

        parameter int NSize = 64; 

        parameter int Datasize=32; 

 

logic signed [0:31] memory[NSize];  

always_comb 

begin 

if (!ram.cs && !ram.we) 

   begin 

      memory[ram.adr]=ram.memin; 

      $writememb("data64.mem",memory); 

   end 

else 

   begin  

      $readmemb("data64.mem",memory); 

      ram.memout=memory[ram.adr]; 

   end 

 

end 

 

endmodule 

 

module ROM(i_f.ROM rom); //only port in synthesis 

 

        parameter int ROMSize = 64; 

        parameter int bitsize=32; 

         

logic signed [0:bitsize-1] ROMmem[ROMSize]; //4*32bit data memory. 

 

always_comb 

begin 

if (rom.cs) rom.memout<='hz; 
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else 

   begin  

      $readmemb("twiddleN64.mem",ROMmem); 

      rom.memout=ROMmem[rom.adr]; 

   end 

 

end 

 

endmodule 

 

module TOP#(parameter NSize=64,parameter NrofStages=6) 

(input clk,start,reset,output done); 

 

 i_f a(),b(); //interfaces 

  

 RAM RAM(a.RAM); 

 

 ROM ROM(b.ROM);  

  

fftctrl #(NSize,NrofStages) 

FFT(clk,reset,start,done,a.fft_RAM,b.fft_ROM); 

  

endmodule
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17 Appendix D: Extract from synthesis report. (FFT) 
 

 

Inferred memory devices in process 

 in routine adrgen_646 line 17 in file 

  '/home/emanans/syntes/FFT.sv'. 

 

============================================================================== 

|    Register Name   |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | SS | ST | 

============================================================================= 

|        N_reg       | Flip-flop |   1   |  N  | N  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | 

|        N_reg       | Flip-flop |   5   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|      stage_reg     | Flip-flop |   3   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|        I_reg       | Flip-flop |   6   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|     grpcnt_reg     | Flip-flop |   6   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|    stagecnt_reg    | Flip-flop |   6   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|       TWA_reg      | Flip-flop |   5   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|      done_reg      | Flip-flop |   1   |  N  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

============================================================================== 

 

Inferred memory devices in process 

in routine fftctrl_646I_ram_i_f_fft_RAM_I_rom_i_f_fft_ROM_ line 101 in file 

  '/home/emanans/syntes/FFT.sv'. 

 

============================================================================== 

|    Register Name   |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | SS | ST | 

============================================================================= 

|       Lc_reg       | Flip-flop |  32   |  N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|    fftstate_reg    | Flip-flop |   3   |  Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|     ram_we_reg     | Flip-flop |   1   |  N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|     ram_adr_reg    | Flip-flop |   7   |  Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|    ram_memin_reg   | Flip-flop |  32   |  N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|   nxt_btrfly_reg   | Flip-flop |   1   |  N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|     rom_adr_reg    | Flip-flop |   7   |  N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

|       Ic_reg       | Flip-flop |  32   |  N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | 

============================================================================== 

 

 

Information:  Complex logic will not be considered for set/reset inference. 

(ELAB-2008) 

 

Presto compilation completed successfully. 

 

design_vision-xg-t> uplevel #0 compile -map_effort medium -area_effort medium 

-incremental_mapping 

Information: Checking out the license 'DesignWare'. (SEC-104) 

Information: Evaluating DesignWare library utilization. (UISN-27) 

 

 

   ELAPSED            WORST NEG TOTAL NEG  DESIGN                             

    TIME      AREA      SLACK     SLACK   RULE COST         ENDPOINT          

  --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ------------------------- 

    0:00:45   15544.4      0.00       0.0     101.2                           

 

  … 
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18 Appendix E: Immediate assertions on parts of a BMU. 
 

 

//***********************************************************// 

`timescale 1ns /10 ps 

 

module sva_wrapper;  //bind the vhdl-entity to SVA. 

   

      

    bind bmuShift bmu_assert bmu_sva_bind 

         

(.s40in_(s40in),.crout_(crout),.clout_(clout),.ctrlin_(ctrlin),.r

l5s_(rl5s),.r40out_(r40out),.l32out_(l32out),.e32out_(e32out),.op

din_(opdin),.ll5s_(ll5s)); 

  

endmodule 

//***********************************************************// 

 

 

module bmu_assert(input s40in_,crout_,clout_, 

input [15:0] ctrlin_,input [39:0] opdin_,input [31:0] 

l32out_,e32out_,input[39:0] r40out_,rl5s_,ll5s_); 

 

   logic [39:0] shifted; 

   logic [31:0] extracted; 

   int shiftl,shiftr,carryl,carryr; 

    

   always@(opdin_,ctrlin_) 

          

   begin    

 //----converting vectors to integers(to use with "<<")--- 

   shiftl=0; 

   shiftr=1;  

      for(int i=0;i<6;i++) 

       begin 

          if (ctrlin_[i]==1) 

             shiftl=shiftl+2**i; 

          else 

             shiftr=shiftr+2**i; 

       end 

//------------calculating carry--- 

    if (shiftl!=0) 

       begin 

          shifted=(opdin_ << shiftl-1); 

          carryl=shifted[39];     
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          shifted=(opdin_>> shiftr-1); 

          carryr=shifted[0]; 

       end 

    else  //no shift no carry.. 

       begin 

          carryr=0; 

          carryl=0; 

//--------shift opdin-------           

    end 

        

    if(!ctrlin_[15]) 

       shifted=(opdin_ << shiftl);//shift left 

    else 

       shifted=(opdin_ >> shiftr); //shift right 

     

    if(shiftl==0) 

       shifted=opdin_; //no shift.. 

      

//---prepare for shift_extract & l32out assertions--- 

   

    if(ctrlin_[5]) 

       shiftl-=32; 

     

//--immediate assertions----- 

 

    #1ns;  //waiting for signals to propagate through DUT 

 

    chk_l_or_r: assert(ctrlin_[15] ? r40out_ == rl5s_ : r40out_ 

== ll5s_); 

    chk_shift: assert(r40out_ == shifted); 

    chk_extract: assert(e32out_ == (opdin_[31:0] >> shiftl)); 

    chk_l32out: assert(l32out_ == (opdin_[31:0] << shiftl)); 

    chk_carryR: assert(crout_ ==carryr); 

    chk_carryL: assert(clout_==carryl); 

end 

endmodule 
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